




Preface
In this special issue, consisting of two parts, the Reader will find papers, selected from over 180 ones,

presented during the 13th International Conference on Microwaves, Radar and Wireless Com-

munications MIKON-2000, which was held at the Wroclaw Technical University, Wroclaw, Poland

on 22–24 May 2000.

The MIKON conference has over 30 years history, however only for the fourth time it was being

organised as an biannual international event. The first nine conferences were held under the auspices

of Polish Academy of Sciences (PAN) on the national scale, with only a limited number of foreign

invited speakers. Initially known as microwave solid state technology conference MECS, in 1983 it

was trasformed into MIKON. Those nine national conferences created a solid basis for the

transforming MIKON into an international conference in 1994. Now it takes place regulary every two

years in May in various Polish cities – the biggest research and cultural centres. The MIKON con-

ference has become known as a regional conference in Central and Eastern Europe. The increasing

participation of foreign attendees and their papers has resulted in the situation that last year, for the

first time, they outnumbered the Polish contributions.

MIKON has been continuously modified and extended, to cover new areas of microwave research and

engineering. Due to the fact that telecommunications and radar technology are the principal driving

forces behind microwave research, recently MIKON has been transformed into the conference on

microwaves, radar, and wireless communications. The MIKON-2000 Technical Program Committee

has accepted 168 contributions in all, from 25 countries, mostly from the region of Eastern and

Central Europe. We have also heard 20 invited speakers, the world leading experts. Many of the

27 topical sessions were focus on field traditionally addressed at MIKON, such as passive and active

components, measurement techniques, CAD and antennas. However, in MIKON-2000 a greater

proportion of papers was devoted to radar technology and polarimetry, as well as to microwave and

optical communication systems. The strenght of the MIKON-2000 was enhanced by covering almost

full range of microwave activities from components, devices, systems, and networks up to

applications.

The first part of this special issue comprises 14 papers from the areas of radar technology, radar

polarimetry and sensors, antennas and some aspects of communications systems. I hope this volume

will find the Reader’s interest and will prove to be for practical usage.

Józef Modelski

Guest Editor
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Paper Doppler polarimetric
ground clutter identification

and suppression for atmospheric radars
based on co-polar correlation

Dmitri Moisseev, Christine Unal, Herman Russchenberg, and Leo P. Ligthart

Abstract — A new clutter suppression technique that uses
both Doppler and polarimetric information is presented. Po-
larimetric properties of the target and clutter are calcu-
lated per Doppler frequency cell and based on this infor-
mation clutter suppression is performed. This new clutter
suppression technique is demonstrated with radar measure-
ments of precipitation made by the Delft atmospheric research
radar (DARR).

Keywords — radar polarimetry, ground clutter suppression,
Doppler radar, atmospheric radar remote sensing.

1. Introduction

The performance of a ground-based atmospheric radar is
highly influenced by ground clutter. In order to remove
this influence, clutter suppression techniques are used. The
most common ground clutter suppression technique uses
Doppler information, such as the mean Doppler velocity
and spectrum width. Ground clutter has a zero mean
Doppler velocity and narrow Doppler spectrum. Based
on this, reflections that have velocities close to zero are
suppressed. The problem of ground clutter suppression
becomes more difficult to solve when atmospheric targets
with low radial velocities are studied. Such targets as
clouds have Doppler velocities close to zero and have nar-
row Doppler spectra. Therefore to preserve reflections from
this kind of targets accurate knowledge of the ground clutter
spectrum is required.
There are several methods of ground clutter identification
by polarimetric radars reported in the literature. In 1997
by Hagen [1] the use of Ldr, which is the ratio of cross-
polar reflection to the co-polar one expressed in the lin-
ear v� h polarization basis, is discussed for ground clut-
ter detection. It was noticed that Ldr for ground clutter is
larger than for most of the meteorological targets. However,
for the melting layer of precipitation Ldr can be rather high
and comparable with the one of ground clutter. Another ap-
proach described by Ryzhkov [3] uses a cross-correlation
coefficient ρhv(0) between horizontal and vertical co-polar
returns. It was reported that for weather echoes, values
of the modulus of the cross-correlation coefficient are usu-
ally larger than 0.7 and are lower for areas contaminated
with ground clutter. Note that even for the melting layer

reflections ρhv(0) is larger than 0.9 as it was presented by
Bringi [3]. Therefore the cross-correlation coefficient gives
a high contrast between ground and weather echoes and is
well suited for ground clutter identification. However, the
main disadvantage of this technique is that it rejects all
range bins which are affected by the ground clutter and
thus gives substantial loss of data.
In order to overcome drawbacks of the Doppler and polari-
metric ground clutter suppression techniques it is useful to
combine both of them. The use of polarimetry added to
Doppler information will give an accurate classification of
range-Doppler bins affected by clutter and will lead to the
suppression of only a few Doppler cells instead of a com-
plete range bin. In part 2 of this article the formulation
of Doppler polarimetry is given. Based on this formula-
tion the co-polar correlation coefficient in the spectral do-
main, the magnitude of which is the co-polar coherency
spectrum, is introduced. The problem of spectral estimates
based on actual radar data is also discussed in this part.
In part 3 the co-polar coherency spectrum is used for the
ground clutter suppression. This ground clutter suppres-
sion method is illustrated on precipitation measurements
performed by DARR. Part 4 gives conclusions and recom-
mendations for further studies.

2. Radar Doppler polarimetry: definition
of the co-polar coherency spectrum

2.1. Theoretical formulation

To describe the time behavior of stationary (in statistical
sense) radar targets the covariance matrix C(τ) is used.
We shall define it similarly to the wave coherency matrix
given by Perina [4]. The covariance matrix expressed in an
arbitrary polarization basis (x;y) is

C(τ) =
D
~k(t) �~k(t+ τ)

E
; (1)

where ~k(t) =
�

Sxx(t)
p

2Sxy(t) Syy(t)
�T

is the target
vector obtained from the elements of the scattering matrix
and hi denotes ensemble average. It should be noted that
by radar target covariance matrix is commonly implied the
matrix C(0), see for example [5]. Further, the spectral
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covariance matrix F(ω) can be introduced. Its elements of
which are related to the elements of the covariance matrix
as follows:

Fi j (ω) = 2

+∞Z

�∞

Ci j (τ)exp(�iωτ)dτ

Ci j (τ) =
1

4π

∞Z

�∞

Fi j (ω)exp(iωτ)dω ; (2)

where i; j = 1;2;3.
Equation (2) represents the well known Wiener-Khinchin
theorem, see for example Davenport and Root [6], which
relates correlation functions to power (cross-) spectra.
Based on Eq. (2) the cross-correlation coefficient between
horizontal and vertical co-polar returns can be related to
power and cross spectra:

ρhv(0) =
C13(0)p

C11(0)C33(0)
=

=

+∞Z

�∞

F13(ω)dω

vuuut
+∞Z

�∞

F11(ω)dω �
+∞Z

�∞

F33(ω)dω

: (3)

Similar to the definition of the co-polar cross-correlation
coefficient, which is given in Eq. (3), we can define a cross-
correlation coefficient for every frequency ω . Remember-
ing that Fi j (ω)dω gives the variance if j = i and covariance
if j 6= i of the signal with the frequency ω , we can introduce
the spectral co-polar correlation coefficient whv(ω)

whv(ω) =
F13(ω)p

F11(ω) �F33(ω)
: (4)

The graph of the modules of the co-polar correlation coef-
ficient whv(ω) as a function of frequency is called co-polar
coherency spectrum after Priestley [8]. The co-polar co-
herency spectrum

��whv(ω)
�� shows the extent to which hh

and vv elements of the scattering matrix are linearly related.
The use of this spectrum for ground clutter suppression is
further discussed in this article.

2.2. Estimation of co-polar coherency spectrum

The analysis and formulations which were introduced above
were done based on infinitely long and continuous measure-
ments. In the case of real radar measurements we deal with
the estimation of spectral characteristics from finite mea-
surement samples. In this case estimated Doppler spec-
trum IN

i j (ω) is connected to the actual spectrum Fi j (ω) as
follows [7, 8]:

IN
i j (ω) =

π
TsZ

�
π
Ts

WN(θ �ω)Fi j (θ )dθ ; (5)

where Ts is the sampling interval ( π
Ts

is the maximum un-
ambiguous Doppler frequency), WN(ω) is the spectrum of
the covariance lag window and N is the number of samples.
If N ! ∞, WN(ω) will behave like a δ -function and this
will lead to

lim
N!∞

IN
i j (ω) =

π
TsZ

�
π
Ts

lim
N!∞

WN(θ �ω)Fi j (θ )dθ =

= Fi j (ω) : (6)

If N is so small that the spectral width of WN(ω) is much
larger than the one of Fi j (ω) then

IN
i j (ω) =WN(0)

σwZ

�σw

Fi j (θ )dθ =

=WN(0) �Ci j (0) : (7)

Based on Eqs. (6) and (7) it can be concluded that if the
number of samples is large enough that the spectrum width
of the lag window will be much smaller than the width
of Fi j (ω), then the estimated Doppler spectrum IN

i j (ω) will
coincide with the actual spectrum Fi j (ω). Moreover, if N is
so small that the spectrum width of WN(ω) is much larger
than the width of Fi j (ω) then the estimated IN

i j (ω) spectrum
will be proportional to Ci j (0) and the estimated co-polar
coherency spectrum will coincide with the modulus of the
correlation coefficient

��ρhv(0)
��.

3. Ground clutter identification
and suppression

In most cases of atmospheric remote sensing the ground
clutter has narrow Doppler spectrum and according to
Eq. (7)

��whv(ω)
�� is roughly equal to ρhv(0). Since the

almost isotropic nature of weather objects their coherency
spectrum will be close to unity and not depended on spec-
trum resolution. Thus, the co-polar coherency spectrum
can be used to identify areas of the Doppler spectrum,
which are affected by clutter.
To test this new clutter suppression technique, slant profile
measurements of precipitation were performed. The eleva-
tion angle of the radar was 20 degrees; thus all the clutter
reflections are measured by the side lobes of the antennas.
Since it is very difficult to predict the polarization state of
the side lobes and it is not the topic of this article we will
perform all calculations as if the polarization of the side
lobes coincide with the polarization of the main lobe.
Measurements of the scattering matrix are performed with
three consecutive sweeps of alternating linear polarizations
on the receiving and transmitting channels. This cycle
takes 3.75 ms. For this particular example about one minute
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Fig. 1. Doppler spectrum of the precipitation event (HH-po-
larization). High reflectivity at 4.8 km corresponds to the melting
layer. Reflections below the melting layer come from rain. Ice
crystals falling out of the cloud cause reflections above the melting
layer.

Fig. 2. Co-polar coherency spectrum
�
�whv(ω)

�
�. The contours

represent
�
�whv(ω)

�
� values between 0.5 and 1. The gray scaling

shows values of between 0.7 and 1. As expected the values of
�
�whv(ω)

�
� for weather echoes are larger than 0.7 and for areas

affected by ground clutter they are less than 0.7.

of data is collected. Prior to the Doppler processing aver-
aged values of the scattering matrix elements are subtracted
from the corresponding time series of scattering matrix ele-
ments. This average is performed on the complete data set.
This subtraction is identical to suppression of the stable
ground clutter.
To obtain Doppler spectra 256 sweeps are used. More
details about the Doppler processing are discussed by

Fig. 3. Doppler spectrum of the precipitation event after clutter
suppression. The reflections that have

�
�whv(ω)

�
� values below 0.7

are clipped away. This new clutter suppression method shows
good performance. It is interesting to note that this suppression
has also removed spectral leakage.

Unal [9]. A total of 40 spectra are obtained for each el-
ement of the scattering matrix. Based on these spectra
the spectral covariance matrix F(ω) is obtained and the
co-polar coherency spectrum is estimated. In Fig. 1 the
Doppler power spectrum for HH-polarization (element of
the spectral covariance matrix) is shown. Figure 2 presents
the modulus of the co-polar coherency spectrum whv(ω).
A clear contrast can be seen between ground clutter and
atmospheric targets. Therefore in order to suppress ground
clutter, areas that have a cross-correlation coefficient be-
low 0.7 are suppressed. The result is shown in Fig. 3.

4. Conclusions

It was shown that Doppler and polarimetric radar signal in-
formation can be effectively combined to improve ground
clutter suppression. Based on this combination a new
ground clutter suppression technique is introduced. This
clutter suppression shows high performance especially in
the case when ground clutter and target are occupying the
same Doppler spectrum area. Moreover, the formulation of
Doppler polarimetry is introduced. It is also expected that
the further use of Doppler polarimetry will be an important
tool for radar targets description.
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Paper Constant co-polarized
echo curves on the Poincare sphere

Zbigniew H. Czyż

Abstract — A set of useful formulae has been presented allow-
ing for computation of the equipower curves on the Poincare
sphere of the co-polarized radar returns for both mono- and
bi-static scatterings.

Keywords — radar polarimetry, Poincare sphere module of scat-
tering matrix, Kennaugh matrix, Cassini ovals.

1. Introduction

In the English language literature there is a lack of publica-
tions treating that very useful “geometrical” presentation of
scattering. Basic concepts can be found in technical reports
of Kennaugh [1], in Russian book on “Polarization of Radar
Signals” written by D. B. Kanareykin [2], and also in the
Polish paper presented by this author [3]. But still attempts
can be met of researchers trying to find the most conve-
nient ways to draw on the Poincare sphere the curves of
constant co-polarized received power scattered backwards
from nondepolarizing targets. It is believed that formulae
presented beneath will be of some help also for those in-
tending to solve similar problems, i.e., for cross-polarized
returns or bistatic scattering.
The method here applied for solution of the problem is
based on studies of equation for co-polarized returned
power in a most simple form, that means in the so-called
“characteristic coordinate system” (CCS) in which Sinclair
and Kennaugh matrices depend on minimum number of
parameters: two and three real parameters for Sinclair and
Kennaugh matrices, respectively. Such approach does not
limit the generality of considerations.

2. The co-polarized
radar transmission equation

The Jones unit column matrix of monochromatic plane
wave of “polarization and phase” P (indicated by the upper
index) may be expressed as a function of three the so-called
“analytical” angular parameters: γ , δ , ε:

[u]PY =

�
uY

uX

�P

=

"
cosγP

Y exp
�� jδ P

Y

	
sinγP

Y exp
�
+ jδ P

Y

	
#

exp
�� jεP

Y

	
: (1)

Elements of the matrix depend on the orthogonal null-phase
(ONP) polarization basis denoted here by the subscript Y
(the lower index). That basis may correspond to the XYZ
Cartesian coordinate system, with the propagation axis “Z”,

or may denote any other ONP basis obtained by applying
to the original one a unitary unimodular transformation.
Both P and Y can be treated as three parameter tangential
phasors (see [4]) on the Poincare sphere. Kronecker square
of the Jones matrices eliminates the “phase” parameter:

[u]PY
 [u]PY
� =

2
664

cos2 γP
Y

cosγP
Y sinγP

Y exp
�� j2δ P

Y

	
cosγP

Y sinγP
Y exp

�
+ j2δ P

Y

	
sin2 γP

Y

3
775 : (2)

So, the resulting unit Stokes four-vector of the wave:

[P]PY = 1p
2

2
664

1 0 0 1
1 0 0 �1
0 1 1 0
0 j � j 0

3
775
2
664

cos2 γP
Y

cosγP
Y sinγP

Y exp
��j2δ P

Y

	
cosγP

Y sinγP
Y exp

�
+j2δ P

Y

	
sin2 γP

Y

3
775=

= 1p
2

2
664

1
cos2γP

Y
sin2γP

Y cos2δ P
Y

sin2γP
Y sin2δ P

Y

3
775= 1p

2

2
664

1
q
u
v

3
775

P

Y

(3)

depends on two, though doubled, parameters 2δ and 2γ
which can be interpreted as angular coordinates of the po-
larization point P on the Poincare sphere. The q, u, v
coordinates are the three “normed” Stokes parameters of
the point P on the sphere.
Consider, e.g., a simplified model of a rain-drop of the
shape of an oblate spheroid with vertical axis of symmetry.
Its Sinclair matrix for backscattering can be presented as
follows:

[A]Y =

��
A2 0
0 A1

�
ejµ
�

Y
; A2� A1 (4)

with real positive A2, A1, and µ . Diagonal elements may
denote, e.g., horizontal and vertical polarizabilities with
space attenuation factor included. Incidentally, the form of
the above matrix is exactly like in the characteristic ONP
polarization basis, corresponding to the CCS in the Stokes
parameters space. Any symmetrical Sinclair matrix can be
transformed to that form by proper change of the basis.
Using the Kronecker square of that matrix

[A]Y
 [A]Y
� =

2
664

A2
2 0 0 0

0 A2A1 0 0
0 0 A1A2 0
0 0 0 A2

1

3
775

Y

(5)
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the corresponding Kennaugh matrix can be found as fol-
lows:

[K]Y = 1
2

2
664
1 0 0 1
1 0 0�1
0 1 1 0
0� j j 0

3
775
2
664
A2

2 0 0 0
0 A2A1 0 0
0 0 A1A2 0
0 0 0 A2

1

3
775

Y

2
664
1 1 0 0
0 0 1� j
0 0 1 j
1�1 0 0

3
775=

=

2
664

a1 b1 0 0
b1 a1 0 0
0 0 a3 0
0 0 0 �a3

3
775

Y

(6)

with

a1 =
A2

2+A2
1

2
; b1 =

A2
2�A2

1

2
; a3 = A2A1 ; a2

2�a2
3 = b2

1

(To simplify formulae, in what follows, indices of matrices
will be omitted).
For transmit/receive “effective” Stokes four-vectors of com-
plete polarization, corresponding to the unit total intensity,
the co-polarized received power is

Pc(P) = Pc(q; u; v) =

= 1
2 [1 q u v]

2
664

a1 b1 0 0
b1 a1 0 0
0 0 a3 0
0 0 0 �a3

3
775
2
664

1
q
u
v

3
775=

= 1
2

n
a1

�
1+q2

�
+2b1q+a3

�
u2�v2

�o
(7)

with

q2+u2+v2 = 1: (8)

The last equation presents the Poincare sphere of unit radius
in the q, u, v coordinates. For Pc(P) = const., Eq. (7) deter-
mines another surface. Its cross-section with the sphere (8)
traces curves of constant Pc powers on that sphere.

3. The Poincare sphere model
of the backscattering matrix

The Poincare sphere model of a Sinclair and/or Kennaugh
scattering matrix will be constructed with the following
parameters:

r =
A2+A1

2
; e=

A2�A1

2
; d =

p
A2A1 : (9)

Here r means the radius of the sphere in coordinates

x= rq; y= ru; z= rv (10)

what results in the equation of the sphere model:

x2+y2+z2 = r2 : (11)

The Poincare sphere model can show the mechanism of
scattering geometrically as follows. Any point P of incident

polarization, after inversion through the point I defined by
coordinates: x = �e, y = z= 0, and after rotation about
the z axis by 180Æ, determines the scattered polarization
point S. The scattered power is equal to the square of the
IP distance. However, to obtain the power received by the
same transmit/receive antenna, the scattered power should
be multiplied by the square of cosine of one half of an
angle between the S and P points:

Pc(P) = (IP)2 cos2
�
6 SP

2

�
: (12)

4. Construction of constant
received power curves

by the use of Cassini ovals

Another useful equality has been first derived by Kennaugh.
It allows for expressing the co-polarization received power
by a product of squares of two distances between P point
and the so-called CO-POL NULL points O1 and O2 of
coordinates: x=�e, y= 0, z=�d:

Pc(P) =
(O1P)2� (O2P)2

(2r)2 =
c4

(A2+A1)
2 : (13)

with

c2 = (O1P)� (O2P) = (A2+A1)
p

Pc(P) : (14)

Considering P points not necessarily located on the
Poincare sphere surface, we obtain for c2 = const. a surface
of rotational symmetry, with the axial cross-section being
a Cassini oval with focuses in points O1 and O2. That
surface is given by the known equation of the Cassini oval:h

ρ2+z2
i2

+2d2
h
ρ2�z2

i
= c4�d4

ρ2 = (x+e)2+y2

9=
; (15)

for which the following coordinates of its axis and focuses
have been determined:

yaxis= 0; xaxis=�e; z(xaxis; yaxisjPc = 0) =�d : (16)

Comparing the last expressions with Eq. (15) we see that
for Pc = 0, resulting in c = 0, the surface reduces to two
points only, the focuses of the Cassini oval.

5. Cross-section of the Poincare
sphere model with parabolic

and hyperbolic cylinders

Simpler presentation of the constant received power curves
can be found eliminating one of Stokes parameters, v or u,
from Eq. (7). That way projections of the Pc(P) = const.
curves from the Poincare sphere of unit radius on to the qu
and qv planes can be found.
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By substituting v2 = 1�q2�u2 in Eq. (7) we obtain a set
of ellipses:

Pc(P) = (e+ rq)2+d2u2 =
c4

4r2 = const: (17)

or, for the model of the radius r , in the xyz coordinate
system:

c4

4
= r2

�
(e+ rq)2+d2u2

�
= r2

�
e+x

�2
+d2y2 : (18)

The semi-axes of the new larger ellipses can be found as
follows:

4r2(e+x)2

c4 +
4d2y2

c4 = 1=
(e+x)2

b2 +
y2

a2

a=
c2

2d
; b=

c2

2r
; a� b:

9>>>=
>>>;

: (19)

Similarly, by substituting u2 = 1� q2� v2 in Eq. (7) we
obtain a set of hyperbolae:

Pc(P) = (r +eq)2�d2v2 =
c4

4r2 = const: (20)

and, for the model of the radius r , in the xyz coordinate
system:

c4

4
= r2

�
(r +eq)2�d2v2

�
=
�

ex+ r2
�2
�d2z2 : (21)

Parameters a and b of the new larger hyperbolae can be
found also similarly:

4e2
�

x+ r2

e

�2

c4 � 4d2z2

c4 = 1=

�
x+ r2

e

�2

a2 � z2

b2

a=
c2

2e
; b=

c2

2d

9>>>>=
>>>>;

: (22)

It is worth noting that asymptotes of hyperbolae are tangent
to the sphere in O1 and O2 points. They are crossing at
point I’ with coordinate x=�(r2=e) what means that I and
I’ points are mutual reflections in the sphere surface.
It can be checked easily (by substituting Eqs. (21) or (18)
to (15) and eliminating in Eq. (15) y or z, respectively) that
projections of constant received power curves obtained by
the two methods agree precisely.

6. Other useful formulae

The parameter of constant level of the received signal ver-
sus (Pc)max= A2

2 can be computed from the formulae

L = Pc [dB] = 10log
(Pc)max

Pc
= 20log

c2
max

c2 > 0; (23)

where

c2 = (A2+A1)
p

Pc; c2
max= 2r(r+e) = (A2+A1)A2 : (24)

Hyperbolae and ellipses for given L are the following func-
tions of x:

z(L; x)=�

q
(ex+r2)2� c4

4

d
; y(L; x)=�

q
c4

4 �r2 (e+x)2

d
;

(25)

with

c4

4
=

�
r(r +e)

log�1(L=20)

�2

: (26)

Ellipses can be also presented in cylindrical coordinates by
a formula

ρ =
c2

2
q

r2�e2sin2 ϕ
; (27)

where the ϕ angle is being taken from the xz plane.

7. Conclusions

The problem has been solved for symmetrical Sinclair and
Kennaugh matrices. In cases of the bistatic scattering, or
matrices corresponding to cross-polarized received pow-
ers, we deal with nonsymmetrical matrices. The form of
Sinclair matrices in their characteristic ONP polarization
bases is antisymmetrical. However, when using the same
transmit/receive polarization vectors, the problem remains
exactly the same like for the symmetrical matrices. What
should be done is to take as the Sinclair scattering ma-
trix its symmetrical part only because the antisymmetrical
elements are being eliminated in the transmission equation.
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Paper 24 GHz radar sensors
for automotive applications

Michael Klotz and Hermann Rohling

Abstract — Automotive radar systems using integrated
24 GHz radar sensor techniques are currently under devel-
opment [1]. This paper describes a radar network consisting
of four sensors distributed behind the front bumper of an ex-
perimental car. Each single sensor measures the target range
with high accuracy. A multilateration technique is used in the
radar network for precise azimuth angle estimation even in
multiple-target situations. The system performance is shown
in real traffic situations for parking aid, stop & go and blind
spot applications.

Keywords — automotive radar, radar network, radar sensors.

1. Introduction

Automotive radar systems in the 77 GHz domain were re-
cently introduced into the passenger car market as a security
and comfort system for the driver. These adaptive cruise
control systems (ACC) have a maximum range of 150 m
and measure the target range, Doppler frequency and angle
using three adjacent and overlapping antenna beams with
high resolution and accuracy [2].
For parking aid applications additional ultrasonic sensors
with a maximum range of 2 m are used, having limited
potential to extend the functionality to other applications
like stop & go support of a narrow beam long range radar.
For this reason radar systems in the 24 GHz domain which
have good performance in range and azimuth angle mea-
surement are of interest and can therefore be applied in
different automotive applications like:

– parking aid with higher precision, longer range and
higher update rates than conventional ultrasonic sys-
tems;

– blind spot detection with a very cheap sensor tech-
nology;

– support of adaptive cruise control systems in cut-in-
and stop & go-situations due to the fact that the
short range sensors can have a higher beam-width
than the forward-looking long range sensor;

– pre-crash detection with very high detection update
rates.

The system described in the following chapters was mainly
tested in parking aid and stop & go scenarios with good
results and still remaining potential for additional applica-
tions.

2. Radar sensor
for the frequency 24 GHz

A detailed technical description of the used 24 GHz radar
sensors is shown in [3]. The measurement technique is
based on a pulse radar principle with very short pulse length
of 350 ps and a pulse repetition frequency of 4 MHz. Ta-
ble 1 shows the main features of the high resolution radar
sensors. The sensor measures the target range only, but
with high resolution and accuracy. The maximum range
is 20 m, the range accuracy is �3 cm and the achieved
range resolution is approximately 6 cm due to the very
short transmit pulses.

Table 1
High resolution radar features

Parameter Min. Typ. Max. Unit
Range 0.15 20 m
Pulse width 300 350 400 ps
Duty cycle 0.175 %
Avg. power �22 �20 �19 dBm
Peak power 4 5 6 dBm
Power EIRP 20 dBm
S/N 30 32 34 dB

A block diagram of a sensor is shown in Fig. 1. The com-
plete range up to 20 m can be scanned by setting the ad-
justable delay for the transmit pulses used for the mixer.
The reflected and received pulses are mixed down with the

Fig. 1. Sensor block diagram. Explanations: IF – intermediate
frequency, LO – local oscillator, PRF – pulse repetition frequency
(in this case 4 MHz), RF – radio frequency, td – delay time,
DRO – dielectric resonator oscillator.
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delayed transmit pulses. The sensor output is an analog
IF-output signal.
Reflecting targets in the sensor’s field of view result in
amplitude peaks of integrated pulses energy in the sensor
IF-output signal. The corresponding amplitude depends on
the target’s radar cross-section and on the signal phase. The
sensor IF-output signal is processed using conventional en-
velope detection methods. For signal baseline adaptation
a special filtering is used. The signal difference between
IF-output and estimated baseline is then applied to a CFAR
threshold calculation algorithm taking the signal noise into
consideration. The noise-adaptive threshold is used for the
envelope detection. Range information of all detected tar-
gets is then sent to the radar decision unit for the following
data fusion and azimuth angle estimation.

3. Radar network architecture

An experimental car fully equipped for adaptive cruise con-
trol usage [2] has been used for tests and to obtain realistic
data. The front bumper of the vehicle is equipped with
a short range radar sensor network consisting of four sen-
sors with separate control units and a central processor for
the data fusion as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. System architecture overview. Explanations: CAN –
controller area network (a serial automotive bus), DSP – digital
signal processor.

The sensor IF-output signals are processed separately in
the DSP control units and four target lists are sent to the
central processor (radar decision unit) via CAN bus. Each
single sensor measures the target range only. The data
fusion is performed in the radar decision unit. Output of
this central processor is an object map including distance
information for all detected objects as well as an estimated
relative velocity and the angular positions of the objects in
azimuth.
For the object map update rates of 20 ms are achieved so
far which is planned to be reduced in future. The object
maps are finally used by further vehicle applications e.g. for
activating the vehicle brakes.

4. Data fusion overview
The radar decision unit uses single sensor range informa-
tion for angle estimation of the detected objects and for
estimation of relative velocities of all detected objects in
the sensor’s field of view. The processing steps performed
in the radar decision unit are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Data fusion overview.

The transmitted sensor target lists are first corrected con-
cerning their range information. Due to the fact that the
distances between the sensors within a vehicle bumper are
very small, a very precise range measurement is of great
importance for very accurate angle estimation. A measured
distance precision of approximately �3 cm in a complete
measurement range of up to 20 m is necessary to achieve
precise angle estimation results.
The data fusion is separated into more than one tracking
step. First a single sensor target data association finds the
correct sensor target tracks for the targets detected in the
last cycle for each sensor separately. The single sensor tar-
get tracker tracks the targets in order to close detection gaps
caused by limited probability of detection. A radial veloc-
ity for each tracked single sensor target can be estimated
with very high precision because of the sensor’s very pre-
cise distance measurements. This is done by conventional
α-β -tracking filter techniques.
Due to the fact that the sensor shown in Fig. 1 has only
a single channel IF-output, the signal amplitude even of
reflectors with high radar cross-sections can be very tiny
depending on the signal phase and in some cycles the target
might not be detected. That explains the importance of the
single sensor tracker.
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The sensor tracks are applied to least-squares estimation
techniques to really make usage of the redundancy in the
system to minimise the errors of estimated range and angle
information in the multilateration step. The resulting dis-
tance error for the detected and measured object is less than
the error of a single sensor distance measurement due to
the least-squares estimation. The output information of the
multilateration step is a list of intersections for all detected
objects. This is an update of the position information for
all objects including distance and angle. These intersec-
tions are associated to object tracks in the next step and
then tracked by the object tracker.
The resulting output of the complete data fusion is a list
of tracked objects. For all objects distance, angle and esti-
mated velocity are calculated and delivered to the specific
application like the ACC distance control algorithms.
The feedback of all obtained information within the data
fusion process showed to be very important for all data
association steps. The list of intersections and the list of
the resulting tracked objects are used for data association
in the single sensor tracker as shown in Fig. 3.
In parallel to the described processing using least-squares
methods for position calculation, Kalman-tracking filters
were implemented and first simulated. Similar results can
be achieved with Kalman-filters with the difference that the
Kalman-filter comprises the steps of multilateration and ob-
ject tracking in Fig. 3 within a single optimal filter algo-
rithm. This makes the Kalman-filter the more elegant way
of filtering with finding a precise position solution for the
detected objects in parallel. The Kalman-filter was pro-
cessed in a serial structure in this case. For the current
system the least-squares method was preferred, but further
optimisations will surely include a Kalman-filter.

5. Experimental results

The experimental system integrated in an experimental car
is shown in Fig. 4. The sensors can be covered by an

Fig. 4. Experimental vehicle equipped with a short range radar
sensor network.

additional radome in the shown bumper or mounted directly
behind a normal vehicle bumper. This makes the complete
radar system invisible compared with an ultrasonic system,
an interesting feature for design aspects. Different traffic
situations were tested with this system.
Until now the considered traffic scenarios included many
parking aid situations to achieve good performance in a less
critical application. But also stop & go tests e.g. the pass-
ing of parked cars or the following of other cars were per-
formed successfully. The system shows good performance
to support a long range radar in stop & go and cut-in situa-
tions. Blind spot surveillance only needs presence detection
with precise distance measurement which can be done very
well with a single sensor.

Fig. 5. Object trajectory when approaching and receding a street
lamp post.

Fig. 6. Estimated angle for the last 800 cycles (16 s).

Figure 5 shows a recorded situation in an x-y-plot where
the experimental car approached and receded a lamp post
(10 cm diameter) on the right side of the road. The driving
lane is indicated with two straight lines at �1 m from the
vehicle center line. The maximum distance shown is 10 m.
The calculated trajectory of the object during the complete
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measurement is shown. An estimated angle of the object
in this situation can be seen in Fig. 6. The angular range in
this measurement is between approximately 5Æ up to 40Æ.
Precision of the estimated angle is high in short distances
where all sensors detect the object and redundancy max-
imises the accuracy. Additionally no false alarms can be
observed in the data fusion output during the whole mea-
surement (Figs. 5 and 6).

6. Conclusion

It was shown that new radar technology in conjunction with
modern digital hardware are well suited for interesting au-
tomotive applications meeting the key product parameters
like performance, size, price and high update rates. Beyond
already introduced ACC radar systems, additional applica-
tions can be covered with a multifunctional short range
radar network in vehicles. This article shows an interest-
ing sensor concept which can be used for such a system.
An experimental vehicle is equipped with such a sensor
network to get experiences with measurements in realistic
street situations. The system architecture was described and
an overview of the signal processing steps was presented.
Especially the data fusion part comprises very important
parts of the complete processing to achieve high accuracy
with this system. Convincing results from realistic street
traffic situations confirm the feasibility of the complete sys-
tem and are encouraging for further research activities.
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Paper Generalized radar/radiometry
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Ivan Prudyus, Sviatoslav Voloshynovskiy, Andriy Synyavskyy,
Taras Holotyak, and Leonid Lazko

Abstract — In the paper the results of spatio-temporal imag-
ing simulation based on radar, synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
and radiometry systems are presented. The analytical rela-
tionship between object scattering/emitting and the formed
image is given and the general approach for the description
of imaging system by means of Frendholm equation solution
is developed. The potential limit of image resolution based on
Rao-Cramer inequality is estimated.

Keywords — radiometry systems, synthetic aperture radar,
spatio-temporal imaging.

1. Introduction

Resolution of radar and radiometry imaging systems is al-
ways constrained because of their finite spatio-temporal
bandwidth that is determined by the constructive and tech-
nological particularities. That causes the decrease of re-
ceived image quality. Advances in modern image and sig-
nal processing techniques open the new possibilities of real
time image processing. Thus, the problem of adequate
simulation of image formation for the development of opti-
mal algorithms of resolution increasing and obtained image
quality improving is very actual.
In this paper three main classes of imaging systems (mono-
static radar, SAR and radiometer) are considered [1]. The
distortions caused by imaging systems are determined as
the analytical relation between scattering/emitting object’s
ability and the obtained image. Scattering Q(x; y) is a local
object characteristic that is described by relation between
incident and reflected waves. Emitting Qp(x; y) property is
defined by radiating particularities of investigated object.

2. Radar image formation

In radar imaging systems the range portrait is formed based
on the delayed scattered signal from the different object’s
parts [2, 3]. This enable to obtain one-dimensional ob-
ject presentation during one radiation period. In this case,
the delay determinates coordinates of scattering area, signal
magnitude permits to estimate scattering coefficient and an-
tenna directional pattern has to satisfy the condition of uni-
form object radiation and reflected-signal receiving (Fig. 1).
This principle is widely used for two-dimensional radar
imaging [2�6], where resolution in second coordinate is
satisfied by scanning with narrow antenna directional pat-
tern.

Developed model of radar imaging system was created un-
der assumption about flat surface of investigated objects,
isotropic scattering property of the object’s elements, and
absence of secondary reflection:

secho(t) =

TradZ

0

Q
hp

c2(t�τ)2�H2
i

srad(τ) �
c2(t�τ)dτp
c2(t�τ)2�H2

;

(1)

where srad(t) is the radiated signal; Trad denotes the ra-
diated signal duration; c is the wave propagation velocity;
H is the altitude of radar position.

Fig. 1. The geometry of radiation at the range portrait formation
by radar system.

Temporal function of received signal secho(t) transformed
into corresponding spatial coordinate system is a range por-
trait I(Y) and Eq. (1) can be rewritten as:

I(Y) =

ymaxZ

ymin

Q(y)Gd[y; Y]dy; (2)

where Gd[y; Y] denotes the transform kernel Eq. (2) or sys-
tem function determined by radiated signal; (ymax; ymin) is
interval of scattering property investigating Q(y)Gd[y; Y]
describes the temporal distortion features. In the case of
Gd(t; τ) = srad(t� τ), Eq. (2) will be presented by a con-
volution, and distortion will be invariant in respect to the
range coordinate.

3. Radar imaging system
with synthetic aperture

To satisfy high quality of remote sensing, multiposition
radar systems with coherent processing, i.e. SAR are widely
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used, that permits to significantly improve cross-range res-
olution [4, 5]. Oppositely to ordinary radar, the formation
of synthesized directional pattern is performed by corre-
sponding spatio-temporal processing (Fig. 2). In each dis-
crete position with step ∆x the signal srad(t) is radiated and
echo-signal is received. Taking into account spatial filter-
ing properties of the transmitting and receiving antennas,
echo-signal srec(t) can be presented according to Eq. (1).
One of the particularities of these systems is Doppler fre-
quency shift effect that depends on the wave propagation
direction.

Fig. 2. Aperture synthesizing in radar imaging systems. Expla-
nations: I – elementary antenna pattern, II – synthetic aperture
pattern.

Synthesis process consists in the coherent summing of the
received signals

Ui(y) =
L

∑
k=�L

Ck si+k
rec

 
2
p

y2+H2

c

!
; (3)

where Ui(y) is the complex discrete-continuous SAR im-
age. Complex coefficients Cj are equivalent to the current
distributions in the synthetic aperture. Depending on the
choice of Cj Eq. (3) gives a possibility to obtain different
synthetic aperture directional patterns, to select the orien-
tation direction of directional antenna pattern main lobe, to
focus the synthetic aperture on the certain range. Model (3)
does not permit to obtain the necessary resolution in the
range coordinate and compensate the Doppler frequency
shift that causes resolution decreasing.
The developed model was created under assumption of dis-
crete system carrier moving with synthesizing step ∆d. Tak-
ing into account Eqs. (1), (2) and (3) SAR model can be
expressed as:

I(X; Y) =

vmaxZ

vmin

ymaxZ

ymin

Q
�
(v�X); y

�
Gsar[v; y; Y]dydv; (4)

where transformation kernel Gsar[v; y; Y] is being defined
SAR carrier altitude H, its velocity V, synthesizing step ∆d,
as well as radar parameters: waveform of radiated signals

srad(t), its carrier frequency ω0, complex coefficients of
coherent processing Ck, directional properties of transmit-
ting Ftran(γ; θ ) and receiving Frec(γ; θ ) antenna directional
patterns, and described by the following equation:

Gsar[v; y; Y] = c2�
M
∑

k=�M
Ck Ftran[γ; θ ] �Frec[γ; θ ]�

�D2
+H2

T � srad

�
2Y
c �

p
D2+H2

c

�
exp

�
� j2ω0

p
D2
�y2V

c2
p

D2+H2
�

�
�

2Y�
p

D2+H2
�o

; (5)

where θ =

�
arctg

�p
D2
�y2

y

��
, γ =

�
arccos

�
Hp

D2+H2

��
and D =

p
(v+k∆d)2+y2.

Fig. 3. Tested scattering ability Q(x; y).

In alternative to SAR models based on Radom transform [6]
model (4) does not need the coordinate transformation, that
permits to simplify the processing algorithms. To show the
particularities of the above mentioned model the test im-
age presented in Fig. 3 was chosen. The simulation was
performed for Gaussian radiated signal and uniform field
distribution in the elementary transmitting and receiving
antennas and different kinds of coherent signal processing
methods (Fig. 4). Obtained results confirm possibility to
form the narrow directional pattern of synthesized aperture
by means of coherent summation with quadratic phase and
time delay compensation. Kernel (5) shows that SAR dis-
torting impact is invariant to x, and non-invariant to y that
is explained by different nature of image formation in these
coordinates.
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Fig. 4. Obtained SAR image I(X; Y) with 5 elements (a),
with 100 elements and without quadratic phase delay compen-
sation (b), with 100 elements and corresponding quadratic phase
delay compensation (c).

4. Radiometry imaging systems

In radiometry systems image formation process is being
performed by two-dimensional scanning [7, 8]. Radiometry
receiver is energy device, thus, the received image charac-
terizes energetic properties of the studied object emission.
This class of systems can be described by following model:

I(X; Y) =

ϑmaxZ

ϑmin

ηmaxZ

ηmin

Qp(η ; ϑ ) �Gpasiv[X�η ; Y�ϑ ]dηdϑ ;

(6)

where (ηmax; ηmin; ϑmax; ϑmin) denotes the scanning re-
gion; Gpasiv[X�η ; Y�ϑ ] is transformation kernel and de-
pends on field distribution in aperture e(x; y):

Gpasiv[η ; ϑ ] =
��ℑfe(x; y)g

��2
; (7)

where ℑfe(x; y)g denotes two-dimensional Fourier trans-
form.

Fig. 5. Radiometry image I(X; Y) obtained on the base of the
model (7).

Image formed by radiometry systems according to Eq. (6)
is presented in Fig. 5. The distortions caused by radiome-
try imaging systems have spatially invariant character and
are determined by the form of a system function. The sig-
nificant losses in high spatial frequency band cause typical
blurring of the obtained image.

5. Generalized linear imaging model

The presented above models of the image formation systems
Eqs. (2), (4) and (6) are deterministic ones. However, the
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real systems usually are under impact of many stochastic
factors, such as received noise, error of imaging system ge-
ometrical parameters estimation, system parameters errors
(radiated signal and direction pattern forms). The compli-
cated stochastic nature of these parameters do not allow to
obtain precise statistic model of radar/radiometry imaging
systems. Taking into account large number of stochastic pa-
rameters and the linearity of image formation models the
additive Gaussian component can be assumed due to cen-
tral limit theorem assumption. In this case the generalized
model of radar/radiometry imaging systems is described by
the following expression:

I(X; Y) =

xmaxZ

xmin

ymaxZ

ymin

Q(x; y) �G[x;X;y;Y]dydx+n(X;Y);

(8)

where G[x;X;y;Y] is the point spread function, and n is the
additive Gaussian component.
Based on the presented models, the synthesis of image pro-
cessing algorithms is possible and quality improving can be
formulated based on the inverse solution of first kind Frend-
holm equation. Correctness and robustness issues of this
problem solution will be determined by kernel form [9],
type of systems and their parameters that have also impact
on the noise statistics.
This approach gives possibility to reduce blurring impact
of point spread function and remove the noise component.
The synthesized based on this approach SAR image pro-
cessing algorithms permit automatically to compensate the
quadratic phase distortions and moving of SAR carrier.

6. Potential limit of restoration
accuracy. Restoration methods

A lot of methods of Frendholm integral equation solution
are known [9�14]. Deterministic methods based on prior
information are given in [3]. Selection of solution methods
is being performed according to the type of integral equa-
tion kernel or structure and size of equation system matrix.
Singular operators are characterized by nonstability of so-
lution to calculation errors, imprecission of initial data or
stochastic component existing in right part of equation.
Radar and radiometry image restoration (8) are often per-
formed under significant noise impact. Stochastic charac-
ter of the radar image formation shows necessity to use
stochastic methods of problem (8) solution. These meth-
ods give possibility not only to find stochastically correct
solution, but also to estimate potential solution limit.
Problem (8) can be presented by system of linear equations:

X = GA+n; (9)

where G is M �M matrix with gi; j elements; X and A
are obtained and original image respectively; n is random
vector with Gaussian distribution N(0; σ2

n ). Each element
xi of vector X can be presented by linear combination of

unknown parameters aj . In the case of prior information
about distribution law of aj absence, Eq. (9) can be solved
by maximum likelihood (ML) principle [15]. Element xi

has the Gaussian distribution with mean
M
∑
j=1

gi; j � aj and

variance σ2
n . Then taking into account statistical indepen-

dence of xi , likelihood function can be written as:

p(XjA) =
M
∏
i=1

p(xi j A) =

= 1�p
2πσ2

n

�M exp

(
�

M
∑
i=1

��
xi �

M
∑
j=1

gi; j aj

�
�

�

��2σ2
n

�
�1
�

xi �
M
∑
j=1

gi; j aj

�#)
: (10)

Solving Eq. (9) by means of ML function corresponds to
solving of equations’ system GTX = GTGA that coincides
with the least squares approach [9]. Potential accuracy of
Eq. (9) solution can be found from Rao-Cramer inequal-
ity [15]. From Eqs. (10) and (11) the accuracy of unknown
parameter aj based on ML principle is calculated as its
estimation variance:

E
h
âiml

�ai

i2 �
 
�E

�
∂ 2 ln

�
p(X j A)

�
∂ai∂ai

�!�1

=

= σ2
n

�
M
∑

l=1
jgl ; i j2

�
�1

; i = 1; M : (11)

The found accuracy is the same for all unknown parame-
ters and defined by the relation between random compo-
nent variance and sum of squared column’s elements of
matrix G. Inequality (11) gives possibility to estimate po-
tential accuracy of the radar/radiometry image restoration.
Precision of the restoration without prior information is
equal to the relation of noise variance to the squared norm
of point spread function. In the case of spatially variant
linear operators, e.g. Eqs. (2) or (4), point spread function
changes its form in dependence on the image coordinates,
therefore, accuracy will be defined by different relationship.

7. Conclusions

The results of radar and radiometry imaging systems anal-
ysis show possibility to describe these system by the linear
model. The analytical form of operator transforms for ef-
ficient image formation simulation is determined for the
classical types of these systems. Blurring of radar and
radiometry images is caused by the finite spatio-temporal
bandwidth. Nonoptimality of the coherent processing in
SAR also decreases image quality. Based on the devel-
oped models the approach to radar and radiometry image
quality improving that consists in the image processing by
means of restoration methods synthesized by the mentioned
models is generalized. The potential limit of image restora-
tion accuracy under Gaussian noise impact is determined.
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Variance of image estimation is proportional to the noise
energy and inversely proportional to the squared norm of
point spread function, that permits to make some recom-
mendations about wave form type and antenna parameters.
According to the developed model of radar range portrait
formation the point spread function corresponds to radi-
ated signal form that points out on the possibility of signal
with large base usage [16]. This kind of signals has high
energy because of large duration and wide band because
of the complicated modulation. Spatial properties of the
imaging systems are defined by antenna parameters and
directly depended on the aperture magnitude-phase distri-
bution. Thus, usage of complicated distributions permits
to satisfy the robustness of image restoration algorithms to
noise level and to obtain high accuracy.
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Paper A dedicated computer system
for FM-CW radar applications

Silvester H. Heijnen, Jaques S. van Sinttruijen, Fred W. van der Zwan, and Leo P. Ligthart

Abstract — In this paper, a DSP based computer system for
FM-CW radar applications is described. Besides data acqui-
sition and storage, the computer system will also be used for
front-end data processing and system control. Processing in-
cludes filtering and clutter suppression. The radar for which
the computer is designed is a multi parameter atmospheric
profiler capable of doing Doppler and polarimetric measure-
ments. The computer system will allow for a measurement
of the full polarimetric scattering matrix over 512 range cells
and 512 Doppler cells in 2 s. Radar system control includes
the timing and the settings of the radar system together with
linearity correction of the sweep oscillator.

Keywords — radar, data processing, system control, filtering
and clutter suppression.

1. Introduction

At the International Research Centre for Telecommu-
nications-transmission and Radar (IRCTR, a department
of the Delft University of Technology in the Netherlands)
a new transportable atmospheric radar system (TARA) [1],
is under construction. The main area of application of the
system will be in the field of atmospheric remote sensing.
Transportability will allow for studies of the atmosphere
at different geographical location, but imposes severe con-
strains on the construction of the system. Being a research
tool, the system has to be as flexible as possible to adapt the
system to the measurement conditions. Therefore, the FM-
CW principle is used allowing for easy changes in system
settings. FM-CW also has the advantage of low peak power
allowing for an all solid-state design. A consequence is the
need for two antennas to isolate the transmitter from the
receiver. In atmospheric remote sensing the targets usually
have a low radar cross-section. On the other hand obstacles
like trees and buildings have a high radar cross-section giv-
ing rise to large clutter contributions. One way to reduce
clutter contributions is to reduce the antenna sidelobes in
the direction of the obstacles. Clutter can also be removed
in the Doppler domain as it has a low to zero Doppler ve-
locity. The transmit frequency is chosen to be 3.3 GHz
allowing for studies of clear-air turbulence as well as stud-
ies of clouds and rain. The bandwidth of the system can
be changed between 2 and 50 MHz. The TARA system
has Doppler and polarisation capability. For 3D wind field
measurements, off-axis beams are available in two orthog-
onal directions. In Table 1 a summary of the system spec-
ifications is given. A technical drawing can be found in

Fig. 1. Clearly visible is the dual antenna system with
large shields. The shields will reduce the far sidelobes of
the antennas. TARA is constructed in a twelve-meter long
standard container. The front part of the container is used
as measurement chamber. During the construction phase,
new developments were found in the field of antenna re-
search and real-time data processing.
In a FM-CW system, range dependent reflectivity infor-
mation is contained in the frequency spectrum of the beat
signal, which is generated by comparing the received sig-
nal with the transmitted signal using a mixer. Doppler
information is contained in the reflective phase differences
between successive measurements of the same target. Mul-
tiple Fourier transforms are used to retrieve information
from the raw data. The computer system described in
this paper is capable of doing these multiple Fourier trans-
forms in real-time. The other functionality of the com-
puter system is radar-system control. This includes beam
switching and polarisation switching but also linearisation
of the frequency sweep. It will be shown that in a FM-CW
system, nonlinearities of the frequency sweep will limit
the achievable resolution. The linearisation scheme used
in the TARA system is discussed as well as the realised
linearity.

2. Computer architecture

The primary function of the computer is the front-end data
processing. As was explained before, processing involves
multiple FFT’s. They are implemented in hardware using
the PDSP16510 from Plessey. This chip is capable of do-
ing a 1024-point 16-bits complex FFT in 96 µs. DATA is
digitised with a 16-bit 2-MHz ADC and stored into a lo-
cal memory before down loading into the first FFT chip.
The output of the FFT chip is loaded into the memory of
a DSP that is used for correction of shifts occurring in
the FFT process for each individual sweep. The informa-
tion in the output data of the first FFT contains the reflec-
tivity per range resolution cell. A total of 512 sweeps is
stored and, subsequently, a second FFT is calculated now
per range resolution cell. The output data of this second
FFT contains the Doppler spectrum. Each Doppler spec-
trum is filtered and the clutter is suppressed. This is done in
the Doppler domain by omitting the zero velocity Doppler
resolution cell. After clutter suppression, the first three
moments of the Doppler spectra, being the reflectivity, the
averaged Doppler speed and the Doppler spectral width, are
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Table 1
Specifications of the TARA system

Parameter Value Additional remarks

Type FM-CW

Central frequency 3.3 GHz

Transmitted power 100 W can be attenuated in 10 dB steps

Dynamic range 80�90 dB

Noise figure �1 dB

Sweep bandwidth 2�50 MHz computer controlled

Sweep shape triangular, saw tooth can be arbitrarily

Sweep time > 1 ms can be staggered

Sampling < 2 MHz 16-bits ADC

Samples per sweep�) 1024

Sweeps per Doppler

spectrum�) 512

Polarisation (linear) HH, HV, VH, VV antennas controlled independently; central beam only;

offset beams are single linearly polarised

Resolution aspects

Max. range 38 km @ 2 MHz bandwidth

Min. range resolution 3 m @ 50 MHz bandwidth

Unambiguous Doppler speed �22:7 m/s max. @ 1 ms sweep time

Doppler resolution �8:9 cm/s @ 1 ms sweep time

Sensitivity�) @ 5 km @ 1 km

Reflectivity � 2:3 �10�14 m�1 � 0:9 �10�15 m�1

Radar cross-section � 1:8 �10�8 m2 � 2:8 �10�11 m2

�) SNR = 0 dB, resolution = 40 m

Fig. 1. Technical drawings of the TARA radar system. Clearly visible is the dual antenna system with large shields.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the spectrum processor for the TARA system.

calculated. To remove noise contributions in the reflectiv-
ity, the Doppler spectra are clipped before the calculation
of the moments is executed. All these calculations are done
in a single DSP. After processing, data is transferred into
a last DSP were data displaying and archiving is handled.
The minimum sweep time in the system is 1 ms. To guaran-
tee continuous data throughput, a dual pipeline architecture
is used, see Fig. 2. A photograph of the system is shown
in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Photograph of the computer system. The left upper quad-
rant contains the ADC and one pipeline of the spectrum processor.
The second pipeline is placed in the left lower quadrant. The right
upper quadrant contains the master processor and the linearisation
module. The right lower quadrant contains the I/O modules for
system control.

The second function of the computer system is control of
the radar hardware. This includes, but is not limited to,
polarisation and beam switching, bandwidth and frequency
agility. All settings can be changed on a sweep to sweep
base. Delayed sampling is used to allow the system to relax
after switching such that stability during the measurements

is guaranteed. This means that of a sweep of 1 ms only
875 µs are used for sampling.
System control also includes linearisation of the frequency
sweep. In FM-CW systems, range resolution is on the one
hand determined by the bandwidth of the system and on the
other hand by frequency-sweep linearity. Nonlinearities will
lead to spectral leakage and thus deteriorate the resolution.
It can be shown that the nonlinearities should be limited to
less than 0.05% of the bandwidth for the spectral leakage
to remain within acceptable limits. In general, a VCO does
not comply with this specification and the frequency curve
has to be linearised.
Linearisation of the sweep can be done in several ways. In
the TARA system it is done in a feed-forward way. This
means that off-line the voltage depending frequency in the
system is measured. This measurement is done in a sta-

Fig. 4. Resolution of the TARA system with and without lineari-
sation correction. Clearly visible is the dramatic improvement in
resolution and the corresponding increase in signal strength.
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Fig. 5. Measurements with the TARA computer system: (a) the
reflectivity and (b) the average Doppler speed. Sweep time: 1 ms,
bandwidth: 15 MHz, 512 range cells and 512 Doppler cells. As
the system is not calibrated, the reflectivity is given in dB.

tionary state. From the measured frequency characteristic,
a correction table is calculated. Before starting measure-
ments, a control signal for the VCO is calculated from the
table and this is stored into a RAM-memory. During each
sweep this memory is played back generating a linear fre-
quency sweep. This set-up only works if two conditions
are fulfilled. First, the VCO must be fast enough such that
the sweep can be considered to be a sequence of stationary
states. Second, the system must be stable and reproducible
during very long times for the correction table to remain
valid. To fulfil the first condition, a VCO is taken that can
sweep over 200 MHz in less than 100 ns. As the sweep
time for the TARA system is in all cases longer than 1 ms,

while the bandwidth is less than 50 MHz, the first condition
is met. To guarantee system stability, the VCO is tempera-
ture stabilised to within 1ÆC. In Fig. 4, the realised range
spectrum is shown. For this measurement an internal delay
line of 5 µs is used. The beat signal is Fourier transformed
to give the reflected signal as a function of range. In the
case of non linearisation correction, the delay line shows as
a very broad peak extending over roughly 100 m in range.
In the case the sweep is linearised, the delay line shows
up as a very narrow peak within one resolution cell. This
indicates linearity within the desired limits. As the spectral
peak narrows, the signal strength increases. The correction
table used for this measurement was more than two months
old. New correction tables can easily be calculated every
week or even more often making sure that linearity is not
a limitation to the resolution.

3. Measurements

Although the TARA system is not yet fully operational, first
measurements were done using an antenna set of a different
radar system. These measurements were done during a day
of light rain using a bandwidth of 15 MHz and a sweep
time of 1 ms. The Doppler spectrum was calculated at
512 range cells using 512 sweeps. The first two moments
of the spectrum, the reflectivity (un-calibrated) and the av-
erage Doppler speed (calibrated), are shown in Fig. 5. This
typical example shows a sharp transition, the bright band
or melting layer, at 2.5 km where the 0Æ isotherm is posi-
tioned. Above this melting layer the average Doppler speed
is very low. Below this layer the velocities increase show-
ing a downward movement towards the radar system. The
quality of the measurement shows the real time possibility
of the computer system and the validity of the linearisation
scheme.
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Paper The simple analysis method
of nonlinear frequency distortions

in FMCW radar
Krzysztof S. Kulpa, Andrzej Wojtkiewicz, Marek Nałęcz, and Jacek Misiurewicz

Abstract — The paper presents a simple method for estimat-
ing nonlinear frequency distortions of linear frequency modu-
lated (LFM) signals used in FMCW radars. This method, de-
rived from the polynomial model of the nonlinear FM signal
phase, is based on finding the maximum of two-dimensional
chirp-like transform of the IF video signal. The IF signal is
obtained by mixing transmitted FM signal with its delayed
copy. Using suggested transform we show that the presented
method is able to detect and classify signal distortions.

Keywords — radar, nonlinear frequency distortions, linear fre-
quency modulation.

1. Introduction

In many applications such as radars, sonars, biomedical
engineering etc. the constant amplitude complex harmonic
signals

s(t) = S0exp( jφM t) (1)

with varying frequency are used. The signal phase φM(t)
can be modeled by the M-th order polynomial

φM(t) =
M

∑
m=0

amtm (2)

with coefficients am. For example the chirp signal cor-
responds to the second order phase polynomial (M = 2)
and so-called quadratic frequency modulated (FM) signal
corresponds to the third order phase polynomial (M = 3).
To estimate unknown parameters of frequency modulated
(FM) signal, well-known time-frequency analysis, both lin-
ear (spectrogram, scalogram) and bilinear (such us Wigner-
Ville distribution) are commonly used.
These tools are, however, inefficient for nonlinear frequency
modulation. The recent works [6�8] on generalization of
Wigner-Ville distribution are very useful for analyzing the
signal (1) for M > 2 and for estimating instantaneous signal

frequency f (t) = 1
2π

dφM(t)
dt .

One of the most important practical problems is to estimate
phase coefficients aM of unknown signal contaminated by
white Gaussian noise. Such estimation allows identifica-
tion and classification of polynomial phase signals [2�4].
These methods, however, are not well suited to such prob-
lem.
The paper presents a simple method for analyzing nonlin-
ear distortions of LFM signals used in FMCW radars [1].

In theory, the radar transmitter generates continuous
wave s(t) with sawtooth frequency modulation (M = 2) of
period T. The return echo reflected from a stationary tar-
get at distance R from the radar can be considered as the
delayed and attenuated copy of the transmitted signal with
time delay equal to τ = 2R=c, where c is the light velocity.
This received signal is mixed with transmitted signal and at
the output of a homodyne receiver the pure harmonic video
signal is obtained. The video signal frequency fR is equal
to α τ , where α = ∆ f=T is the slope of frequency modula-
tion and ∆ f is signal frequency deviation. In FMCW radar
the unknown frequency fR is estimated by finding the maxi-
mum of signal y(t)= s(t)s�(t�τ) spectrum (� denotes com-
plex conjugation). In practice, the transmitted signal s(t)
has nonlinear frequency modulation. Its phase can be mod-
eled by the polynomial (2) of higher order (M > 2) with
non-zero coefficient aM . In the paper we restrict analysis to
the third order (M = 3), however our method can be easily
extended for higher order (M > 3) effects.

2. Statement of the problem

Let us assume that the signal transmitted by the FMCW
radar is given by:

s(t) = S0 exp
�

j φ3(t)
�
; (3)

where φ3(t) is periodical function with the period T , and
for time interval 0� t < T

φ3(t) = a0+a1t+a2t2+a3

�
t�

T
2

�3
(4)

is the third order polynomial (for convenience, we use
slightly different notation than (2)). The instantaneous an-
gular frequency ω(t) = dφ3(t)=dt of the signal (3) (for
0< t < T) is equal to

ω(t) = a1+2a2t+3a3

�
t�

T
2

�2
; (5)

where a1=(2π) is the carrier frequency f0, 2a2=(2π) is the
slope of frequency modulation α , and the third term in
Eq. (5) is responsible for quadratic modulation distortion.
After mixing the signal s(t) with the return echo s�(t� τ)
we obtain (for τ < t < T)

y(t) = s(t)s�(t� τ) =Y0exp
�

jφ(t)
�
: (6)
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The differential phase φ(t) = φ3(t)� φ3(t � τ) is given
by:

φ(t) = b0+b1t+b2

�
t�

T
2

�2
; (7)

where

b0 = a1τ�a2τ2+a3τ3+
3
2

a3τ2 T ; (8)

b1 = 2a2τ�3a3τ2 ; (9)

b2 = 3a3τ : (10)

To simplify further considerations we have assumed unit
amplitude of the signal (S0 = 1) and we do not take into
consideration initial phase b0. To measure nonlinear effects
of modulation, the unknown parameters b1 and b2 of the
signal

x(t) = exp

 
j

�
b1t+b2

�
t�

T
2

�2
�!

(11)

have to be estimated. For small nonlinear distortions the
second term in Eq. (9) is negligible and we can assume
b1 = 2a2τ . The parameter b1 is the unknown angular fre-
quency of the signal, proportional to time delay τ (range to
the target), and b2 = 3a3τ is the unknown quadratic mod-
ulation distortion. It must be noted that due to distortions
the signal (11) is an LFM signal instead of a pure harmonic
signal.

3. Estimation of unknown parameters

In the modern digital FMCW radar receivers the video sig-
nal (11) is sampled with sampling period ∆T = T=N, where
N is a natural number (typically N = 1024; 2048; : : : ).
A discrete-time version of Eq. (11) has the form

x(n) = exp

�
j
h
nθR+ γθR(n�N=2)2

i�
; (12)

where θR=ωR∆T is the unknown range angular frequency
normalized with respect to sampling frequency fs= 1

∆T and
the parameter

γ =
3a3T

2a2N
(13)

is an unknown coefficient of nonlinear distortions.
Let us apply the idea of the matched filter to the estimation
of unknown parameters θR and γ of a deterministic sig-
nal (12) contaminated by additive white Gaussian noise. If
the impulse response h(n) of the deterministic N�1 order
FIR filter fulfills the condition

h(n) = x�(N�1�n) (14)

then the filter is matched to the signal x(n) and its re-
sponse

z(n) =
N�1

∑
k=0

x(n�k)h(k) =
N�1

∑
k=0

x(n�k)x�(N�1�k) (15)

for n= N�1 is equal to the signal energy E

z(N�1) =
N�1

∑
k=0

��x(k)��2 = E: (16)

The energy E is obtained only when estimated values θ̂R
and γ̂ of matched filter impulse response are equal to actual
values θR and γ of the analyzed signal. In the estimation
process it is necessary to search for values θ̂R and γ̂ that
maximize (15) for n= N�1, or equivalently to maximize
absolute value of the two-dimensional transform

X(θR; γ) =

=
N�1
∑

k=0
x(N�1�k) exp

�
�j

�
(N�1�k)θR+

+γθR

�
N
2�1�k

�2
��

: (17)

For γ = 0 Eq. (17) becomes the classical discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) of the signal x(n), often used for esti-
mating range frequency θ̂R in FMCW radars with linear
frequency modulation. The second order term in Eq. (17)
(for γ 6= 0) can be interpreted as the correction of non-
linear effects. In general, Eq. (17) can be treated as the
extended, generalized chirp transform, which allows detec-
tion and estimation of modulation distortions. It is worth
to notice that transform (17) is a special case of the so-
called generalized chirp transform (GCT) and the estimated
values θ̂R and γ̂ are the maximum likelihood estimates
of θR and γ parameters [5].

4. Measurement results and conclusions

To verify the ability of the transform (17) to detect and
estimate nonlinear distortions in FMCW radar signal, the
recorded and simulated nonlinear modulated FMCW sig-
nals were tested. In Fig. 1 the recorded signal transform
is presented. It is easy to notice that the transform (17) of
recorded signal reaches its maximum for γ approximately
equal to �1%.
For comparison purposes in Fig. 2 the transform of simu-
lated signal with �1% third order component is presented.
These two figures are very similar, but it can be easily seen
that recorded signal transform is less symmetrical than the
simulated one. This is due to the presence of higher or-
der nonlinear distortions in the recorded signal. Further
investigations show that the fourth order component causes
vertical asymmetry, and the fifth order term causes hori-
zontal asymmetry. This example proves that the presented
method may be used successfully to estimate third order
nonlinear coefficients and to detect higher order effects.
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Fig. 1. Recorded signal transform (17) magnitude; f � γ plane
( f = θR=2π).

Fig. 2. Simulated signal transform (17) magnitude.
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Paper The priority assignment
for detected targets

in multifunction radar
Wojciech Komorniczak, Tomasz Kuczerski, and Jerzy F. Pietrasiński

Abstract — In a multifunction radar there is necessity to
manage its very limited resources. This management should
concern, among others, detected targets importance descrip-
tion. So information of those with lower priority will be re-
freshed more rarely. Presented paper describes system that
assigns ranks for all detected objects in real time and then puts
targets in order of priority. The system is based on structure
of artificial neuron. Methods of neuron learning are discussed.

Keywords — multifunction radar, target identification, priority
assignment, resources management.

1. Introduction

The multifunction radar (MFR) is a device that can detect
and then track many targets. Because of limitations con-
cerning available radar resources (in a domain of time and
energy) MFR should be equipped with advanced resource
management system. With reference to detected objects
the task of management system is, among others, to rank
targets in order of their increasing priority. The ranking
procedure is necessary because in situation when a lot of
objects are detected, the MFR resources will be assigned
to those with the highest priority. As a result of this atti-
tude the information about targets with lower rank will be
refreshed more rarely.
There are no publications related to detected objects pri-
ority assignment. Therefore, on the basis of tactics of air
forces and from the other hand anti-aircraft defense, follow-
ing features of objects were recognized as important from
the point of view of ranking procedure:

– membership (friend or foe),

– flight direction,

– diagonal range,

– altitude,

– radial velocity,

– azimuth,

– acceleration.

One of the units of the MFR resource management system
(Fig. 1) is a priority assignment module.
Generally, the structure mentioned above shows model of
a MFR resource management system. The input data source

Fig. 1. The MFR resource management system model.

is target generator. The detection and IFF simulation mod-
ules approach the model operation to real conditions.

2. The priority assignment
module model

Features of detected targets listed above can be transformed
to related signals. The signals determine the input vector
that is formed in the detected target parameters module.
The example vector xi can be as follows:

x1 – diagonal range [km],

x2 – radial velocity of object [m/s],

x3 – signal: friend (x3 = 0), foe (x3 = 1),

x4 – acceleration of object [m/s2],

x5 – object rank (x5 = 0:5, in case when object is
pointed by upper command, can assume value
x5 > 0:5 for important one or x5 < 0:5 for not
important).

As it is shown in Fig. 2, components of x vector are mul-
tiplied by weights wi in the W-block. Then the input stim-
ulation signal is calculated as a weighted sum of x

u=
5

∑
i=1

wwwixxxi : (1)
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Fig. 2. The priority assignment module.

Fig. 3. Activation function of the module.

On the output of module there is a nonlinear operation f (u)
according to activation function (2) (Fig. 3):

f (u) =
1

1+exp(�bu)
: (2)

The slope of the function depends on the parameter b. The
value of b will be fixed on the testing stage. For parame-
ter b! ∞ there is the function in a form as follows:

f (u) =

8<
:

1; u> 0
0:5; u= 0
0; u< 0

: (3)

3. Weight coefficients calculation
method

Due to application of the structure presented in Fig. 2 with
nonlinear output element, to calculate values of the weight
coefficients it is possible to use learning method with back
propagation [2]. This method relies on minimizing of mean
square error that arises on output. It can be defined as:

q=
1
2

N

∑
j=1

(δ ( j))2 ; (4)

where:

δ ( j) = z( j)
�y( j);

z( j) – requested value of the target rank in jth step of
learning,

y( j) – output value of the target rank calculated in jth
step of learning for w( j) weight coefficients:

y( j) = f
� 5

∑
i=1
(www( j)

i
�xxx( j)

i
)
�
; (5)

N – number of learning pairs: < x(i); z(i) >,
U – learning set,
U = �xxx(1); z(1)>;�xxx(2); z(2)>; : : : ;�xxx(N);z(N)� : (6)

According to gradient method of error q minimizing it is
possible to apply weight coefficients calculating algorithm
on the basis of the learning set as follows:

w( j+1)
i

�w( j)
i

= ∆w( j)
i

=�η
δq( j)

δw( j)
i

; (7)

where η is the learning coefficient.
Starting values of weight coefficients are fixed randomly.
It is possible to set the weights to wi = 0:5. It is impor-
tant to assure the same conditions for the training results
comparing.
The weight coefficients selection algorithm ensures the
minimization of the error q for established learning set U .
Because of the structure mentioned above and learning
methods are compatible with nonlinear neuron model and
nonlinear neuron learning algorithm [2], system has ability
to generalize the target rank. Thanks to it there is a pos-
sibility to assign the priorities for all objects, even those
not included in learning process. The next stage consists
of verification such a module as a part of MFR resource
management system.
It is worth to pay attention that the module has ability to
acquire the knowledge during operation with real targets. In
the case of wrong defined rank value, the system operator
can manually set the requested z value and repeat learning
according to algorithms (4) and (7).

4. Learning sets generating methods

Learning set U described by Eq. (6) consists of value pairs
that input signal and requested output signal value z. Gen-
eration of this can be performed in two ways:

a) simulation method with using target generator
(Fig. 1),

b) using registered real signals.

Both methods require operator – expert. He uses its own
knowledge and experience, on the basis of information X
shown on, for example, radar display and finally can rank
the targets according to their importance. Due to estab-
lished model (Fig. 3) of output signal, the rank of each
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target is a number from range (0, 1). A block diagram of
learning sets generating method of sets U is presented in
Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Learning sets generating model.

In the case of simultaneous occurring of N targets on radar
display the operator has to put them in order by assigning
to each object the value of the rank z. Estimation of the
minimum size of the learning set Nmin can be assumed on
the basis of the literature [1]. It is equal twice number of
all weight coefficients of module. For input signal defined
as a vector of 5 elements Nmin = 10.

5. Conclusions

The proposed structure of the module (Fig. 2) enables cor-
rect realization of the priority assignment process. It has
ability to learn due to possibility of weight coefficient wi
correction according to learning algorithm (8). For effec-
tive program work the learning set must be complete. It
must fulfil requirements as follows:

– each input signal class must be presented;

– the learning data must consist of several subgroups
relating to specific pattern;

– in each class its statistical changeability must be con-
sidered; for example the error of target parameters
measure;

– to avoid excessive adaptation, the learning data must
be put in random order; the value of N must not
excess Nmin.

The learning process should be realized for many various
data sets, but with using the same starting point. After each
learning, it is important to save values of weight coeffi-
cients for verification using testing set of large number of
elements. In the case of not satisfying error q level the
module must be rebuild. It can be done for example by us-
ing cascade learning algorithm proposed by Fahlman [1].
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Paper Geometrical representation
of a monochromatic electromagnetic wave

using the tangential vector approach
Laura Carrea and Gerd Wanielik

Abstract — The aim of this work is to develop a coherent
polarimetric model and to find a geometrical description of
a monochromatic wave. The spinor form of the electrical field,
its links to the coherency matrix and the Poincare’ sphere are
introduced with the aim to obtain a geometrical representa-
tion of the spinor. It consists, from the “polarization point
of view”, on the polarization vector and a tangential plane to
the Poincare’ sphere where it is possible to visualize the zero
phase.

Keywords — polarimetric, coherent model, Poincare’ sphere.

1. Introduction

Pulse radar has a very narrow band, so, to describe the
state of the signal, it is possible to consider one single
pulse like a monochromatic electromagnetic wave, which
is completely polarized [1, 2]. A very useful representation
of the electrical field is its spinor form which contains the
complete information even the zero phase1. The aim of
this work is to develop a coherent polarimetric description
which has a geometrical representation.

2. Spinors and quadrivectors –
the coherency matrix

The two-component complex field of the Jones representa-
tion may be treated as a spinor ηA:

�
η1

η2

�
=

�
Ex

Ey

�
=

�
axeiδx

ayeiδy

�
; (1)

where ax, ay are the amplitudes and δx, δy are the phases
of the phasor representation of a RF signal.
A quadrivector xµ = (x0; x1; x2; x3) may be regarded as
a Hermitian second-rank spinor. The spin matrix X [3]:

X = x0+(~x�~σ) =
 x0+x4 x1� ix2

x1+ ix2 x0�x4

=

=


X11̇ X12̇

X21̇ X22̇

 (2)

is transformed like a second rank spinor namely the co-
efficients in the law for the transformation of the compo-
nents of the spin matrix XAV̇ are identical with the coeffi-
cient in the law for the transformation of the second rank

1D. H. O. Bebbington, “Analytical foundations of polarimetry: I” – to
be published.

spinor χAξ V̇ (the dots are used for the conjugate complex,
not transpose). In more compact form:

XAV̇ =
�
x0+(~x�~σ)

�AV̇
= xµσAV̇

µ (µ = 0; 1; 2; 3) ; (3)

where σ0 is the unit matrix and σ1; σ2; σ3 are the Pauli
matrices:

σ1σ2 =�σ2σ1 = iσ3 (4)

and cyclic permutations. In this way a geometric represen-
tation of the spinor ηA which the spinor form of the Jones
vector, is possible. Then, if XAV̇ is calculated as

XAV̇ = ηA�η�V̇ (5)

it results: X11̇=ExE�
x , X12̇=ExE�

y , X21̇=EyE�
x , X22̇=EyE�

y ,
which are the components of the coherency matrix J [4]
(where E�

i is the conjugate complex of the complex num-
ber Ei).
The correspondent 4-vector xµ is obtained from the Eq. (3)
and from Eq. (5):

 x0+x1 x2� ix3

x2+ ix3 x0�x1

=


η1η 1̇ η1η 2̇

η2η 1̇ η2η 2̇

 ; (6)

where the cyclic permutation: σ1! σ2, σ2! σ3, σ3! σ1
is considered. Substituting the components of the Jones
vector, the components of the Stokes vector are found:

x0 =
1
2

g0; x1 =
1
2

g1; x2 =
1
2

g2; x3 =
1
2

g3 : (7)

For a monochromatic wave, (g0; g1; g2; g3) is a real null
4-vector

(g0)2�(g1)2�(g2)2�(g3)2 = 0) (x0)2�(x1)2+

�(x2)2�(x3)2= 0: (8)

All the directions of the 4-vectors xµ in the Minkowski
space-time for which the components satisfy (8) are null
directions and they build the null cone [5]. The space
of the null directions can be represented in the Euclidean
space by the intersections of the null cone with the hyper
planes x0= constand so g0= const(with the same intensity
of the electrical field, because g0 = I ). If the const=�1,
the intersection is a sphere which can be regarded as a Rie-
mann sphere of an Argand plane, which is the Poincare’
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sphere. But in general for any value of the constant, unless
g0 = 0, we get from the relation (8):

�
g1

g0

�2

+

�
g2

g0

�2

+

�
g3

g0

�2

= 1 (9)

and we can define

p1 =
g1

g0 ; p2 =
g2

g0 ; p3 =
g3

g0 (10)

which are the components of the polarization vector. The
equation of the Poincare’ sphere is in general:

(p1)2+(p2)2+(p3)2 = 1: (11)

The exterior of the sphere represents space-like directions
namely unpolarized or partially polarized light.
Multiplying the spinor ηA by a complex number p= λeiθ

(λ and θ real) the 4-vector xµ is stretched of λ 2 but is
unchanged in direction (cfr. (5)), namely it is independent
from the choice of the angle θ . The 4-vector is uniquely
defined by the spinor but to a 4-vector correspond a lot of
spinors, which differ by the multiplicative factor eiθ .
On the other side we want find a coherent description of
a monochromatic wave, which contains the so-called “zero
phase” α = δx (0< α < 2π). In order to do this, we look
at the spinor in its polarization vector form [6]:

�
η1

η2

�
=

r
I
2

eiα
�

(1+ p1)1=2

(1+ p1)�1=2(p2+ ip3)

�
: (12)

This form of the spinor contains explicitily the zero phase
and, as we have stated below, the corresponding 4-vec-
tor (g0; g1; g2; g3), is unaffected by the choice of the an-
gle α .

3. The tangential plane and the angle α
Let us consider the spinor mate [3] ξ B of ηA:

�
ξ 1

ξ 2

�
=

r
I
2

e�iα
�
�(1+ p1)�1=2(p2� ip3)

(1+ p1)1=2

�
: (13)

The spinor and the spinor mate so defined satisfy the con-
dition:

ηAξ A = I : (14)

They build a basis normalized to I and if we consider I = 1
the two spinor build a basis normalized to 1. The spinor
and the spinor mate are linked by the equations:

ηAξ B�ξ AηB = εAB (A; B= 1; 2) ; (15)

where εAB is an antisymmetric symbol such that: ε12 =
= ε12 = 1, εAB = �εBA. The spinor and the spinor mate
constitute a spinor basis.

As we have stated below that XAV̇ is transformed like a sec-
ond rank spinor χAξ

V̇
, we can calculate the component

of QAV̇ using the spinor mate:

QAV̇ = ηA�ξ�V̇
: (16)

Now multiplying the spinor ηA by a complex number
ρ = λeiθ , the vector is stretched but also it depends on the
choice of the angle θ and in particular it depends on 2θ .
The calculation of QAV̇ gives:

Q11̇ =� I
2 e2iα(p2+ ip3); Q12̇ = I

2 e2iα(1+ p1);

Q21̇ =� I
2 e2iα(1+p1)�1(p2+ip3)2; Q22̇ = I

2 e2iα(p2+ip3)

(17)

which corresponds to a complex point. Infact, by the
Eq. (3) the components of the corresponding 4-vector qµ

are:

q0 = 0;

q1 =�
I
2

e2iα(p2+ ip3);

q2 =
I
4

e2iα (1+ p1)2� (p2+ ip3)2

1+ p1 ;

q3 =�
I
4i
(p2+ ip3)� (1+ p1)2

1+ p1 : (18)

If the real and imaginary parts are separated, the two real
4-vectors have components qµ

R
= (0; ~qR) and qµ

I
= (0; ~qI )

which are:

q0
R= 0;

q1
R= I(�p2cos2α + p3sin2α);

q2
R= I

�
p1(1+p1)+(p3)2

1+ p1 cos2α +
p2p3

1+p1 sin2α
�
;

q3
R= I

�
�

p2p3

1+p1 cos2α�
p1(1+p1)+(p2)2

1+p1 sin2α
�
: (19)

q0
I = 0;

q1
I = I(�p2sin2α� p3cos2α);

q2
I = I

�
p1(1+p1)+(p3)2

1+ p1 sin2α�
p2p3

1+p1 cos2α
�
;

q3
I = I

�
�

p2p3

1+p1 sin2α +
p1(1+p1)+(p2)2

1+p1 cos2α
�
: (20)

The 4-vector qµ is space-like and in particular of magni-
tude equal to I . The 4-vector pµ(1; p1; p2; p3), qµ

R
(0; ~qR),

qµ
1
(0; ~qI ) are orthogonal in the sense:

pµ(qR)µ = 0; pµ(qI )µ = 0; (qI )
µ(qR)µ = 0: (21)
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And it is easy to see that even ~g = (g1; g2; g3), ~qR =
= (q1

R; q2
R; q3

R) and ~qI = (q1
I ; q2

I ; q3
I ) are orthogonal and of

modul equal to I in the Euclidean space. So the vectors ~qR
and ~qI provide basis vectors (I = 1 ) in the two-dimensional
space which is the tangential plane at the point ~p on the
Poincare’ sphere. When the angle α varies, the vectors ~qR
and ~qI rotate in the tangential plane.
The aim is now to visualize the angle α and to find
a reference for α = 0. For the horizontal polarization
~pH = (1; 0; 0) and for α = 0, ~qR is the tangential vector
to the equatorial great circle. If α increases, ~qR rotates
in the tangential plane clockwise through an angle of 2α .
Keeping α = 0, the fact that the point ~pH moves into the
point ~p corresponds to a rotation applied to the spinor ηA.
This means a change of the basis, which means differ-
ent ~qR(α=0) and ~qI(α=0). The rotation matrix, which pre-
serves the angle α and which moves the point ~pH to the
point ~p is:

R=

�
1

1+ jρ j2

��1=2� 1
jρ jeiδ

�jρ je�iδ

1

�
; (22)

where ρ =
Ey
Ex

= jρ jeiδ (δ = δy � δx, cfr. (1)) is the
polarization ratio. This is a rotation around the axis
~n(0; �sinδ ; cosδ ) through an angle such that cosθ =

= 1�jρ j2
1+ jρ j2 = p1. The rotation (22) preserves the an-

gle between the directions but not the direction, so the
vector ~qR(α=0) changes its direction. The direction r
(cfr. Fig. 1), obtained by the intersection of the great cir-
cle through ~pH and ~p, forms with the vector ~qR(α=0) an
angle δ and with the vector ~qR the angle 2α + δ . It is
very important to find a reference for α = 0 because ~qR
forms an angle δ with the direction r but δ is different
for every point on the sphere. To solve this problem, let
us consider ~p and ~qR and ~qI for any α , consider the cor-
respondent spinor, apply the rotation which preserves the

Fig. 1. The Poincare’ sphere and the tangential planes in the
point ~pH and in the point ~p.

angle α and move the vector ~p in the point ~pH to obtain
the vector ~qRH and the angle 2α is the angle between ~qRH
and ~qRH(α=0).
The spinor and the spinor mate constitute a spinor ba-
sis. It is easy to see that the correspondent 4-vectors
(cfr. Eq. (6)) fix on the Poincare’ sphere two antipodal
points ((p1; P2; p3) and (�p1;�p2;�p3)) which are the
basis states of polarization [7]. If the corresponding ~qR
and ~qI vectors are calculated, the result is:

~p!~qR; ~qI �~p!�~qR; ~qI : (23)

With the help of the spinor, the change of basis is easy
because it corresponds to a unitary transformation of the
spinor which corresponds to a rotation in the three dimen-
sional space. Infact the group of two-dimensional spe-
cial unitary transformations (with unit determinants), which
preserve the invariants, are homomorphic to the three-
dimensional rotation group [5]. The general form of the
spin rotation matrix is:

R= cos
θ
2
� i sin

θ
2
(σ1n1+σ2n2+σ3n3) ; (24)

where θ is the angle of rotation, (n1; n2; n3) are the com-
ponents of the axis ~n of rotation in the Euclidean space
and σi are the Pauli matrices. The transformation law of
a spinor is:

η ! η 0 = Rη : (25)

It is possible to show that the rotation spin matrix is a uni-
tary matrix and its determinant is necessarily unity.
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Paper New type of microstrip antenna
with ferroelectric layer

Józef Modelski and Yevhen Yashchyshyn

Abstract — A new type of microstrip antenna is proposed
using a voltage-controlled ferroelectric thin tape in the mul-
tilayered structure. This paper presents the ferroelectric thin
tape, its theoretical analysis and design. The results indicate
that this concept has many advantages, is very practical and
promising. It gives possibilities of several applications, e.g. in
smart antennas.

Keywords — microstrip antenna, multilayered structure, ferro-
electric thin tape, smart antennas.

1. Introduction

Microstrip antennas have over thirty years history [1], but
during the last decade, microstrip antenna technology has
been the most rapidly developing research topic in the an-
tenna field [2], because of the huge demand in markets of
personal and satellite communications, wireless local net-
works and intelligent vehicle systems. Microstrip antennas
are well known for their highly desirable physical character-
istics such as low profile, light weigh, low cost, ruggedness
and they are well suited to integration with MICs. In com-
parison to traditional antenna elements, however, the elec-
trical performance of the basic microstrip antenna suffers
from a number of serious drawbacks, e.g. narrow band-
width, high feed network losses, poor cross polarization,
and low power handling capacity. In many applications,
the electrically shaping of the radiation pattern has received
a great deal of attention. New possibilities are emerged by
using new materials and structures. Below, a new type of
multilayered microstrip antenna has been proposed, which
seems to be very promising for applications in smart an-
tennas and phase-arrays.

2. Antenna configuration

Figure 1 shows a basic configuration of the discussed mi-
crostrip antenna. The main feature of the ferroelectric an-
tennas is the change of ferroelectric material permittivity
with an applied dc (direct current) control voltage. The
multilayer substrate consists of thin ferroelectric tape sand-
wiched between dielectric slabs (also for the heat trans-
ferring). Substrates are located on the conducting plate.
Ferroelectric tape has thickness h3 and is made up of fer-
roelectric material which permittivity (ε3) can be changed
by applying and varying the dc electric field. DC voltage
source V is used as shown in Fig. 1. Dielectric slabs have
thicknesses h2 and h4 and permittivities ε2 and ε4, respec-

tively, and conducting plate is described by thickness h1 and
conductivity σ . Microstrip line with current Je

x is a source
which excites the multilayer structure. Characteristics of
this microstrip antenna depends on parameters of dielec-
tric substrate (i.e. thicknesses and permittivities). Radi-
ating elements employing ferroelectric materials may give
much better performance with compared to ferrite ones,
because of their high power handling capability, low drive
power, full military temperature range of operation and low
cost [3].

Fig. 1. Basic configuration of the ferroelectric microstrip an-
tenna.

Ferroelectric materials of series (Ba-Sr)TiO3 (BSTO),
(Pb-Sr)TiO3 and (Pb-Ca)TiO3 and similar titanates (for
which the Curie temperature is in the vicinity of room tem-
perature) are well suited for microstrip applications. Fer-
roelectric materials for high performance microwave appli-
cations should exhibit: a large variation of the dielectric
constant with applied dc biasing fields, low loss tangent
over the range of operating dc bias voltages, insensitivity
of dielectric properties to changes in environmental con-
dition (e.g. ambient temperature variation), and maximum
reproducibility of the dielectric properties with respect to
the applied dc voltage. Materials such as (Ba-Sr)TiO3 se-
ries exhibit a significant variation of the dielectric constant
with applied dc biasing fields at microwave frequencies
(e.g. from 1000 to 6000) because the Curie temperature
is close to the room temperature. Also, the loss tangent
value of barium-strontium titanate materials can be reduced
to 0.005 by adding a small percentage (1 to 4 percent) of
iron, nickel or magnesium to the material mixture. The
dielectric constant variation with dc biasing field is larger
if the Curie temperature for a BSTO composition is closer
to the ambient temperature (25ÆC) [4, 5].
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3. Antenna analysis

The full-wave method has been applied for theoretical anal-
ysis. Analysis of the multilayered substrate is based on the
calculations of electromagnetic field excited by the source
inside multilayered space (with different variable parame-
ters as permittivity, permeability and conductivity).
Assume, that dependence on the time is e�iωt and distri-
bution of the current density is ~j(M) in space V . The
associated electric and magnetic fields due to this current
are given by:

~H = rot~A; ~E = iω

(
�~A+grad

"
µ
k2 div

~A
µ

#)
; (1)

where

~A(M) =
1

4π

Z Z

V

Z bG(M; M0)
~j(M0)dvM0

(2)

is the vector potential integral and bG(M; M0) is tensor func-
tion given by

bG(M; M0) =

=

8>>>>><>>>>>:

G0(M;M0) 0 0

0 G0(M;M0) 0

µ(z) ∂g(M;M0)

∂x µ(z) ∂g(M;M0)

∂y
µ(z)
eε(z0)

G1(M;M0)

9>>>>>=>>>>>;
; (3)

where: k = ω
peεµ – wave number; µ – permeability;eε = ε + i σ

ω – complex permittivity.
Functions G0; g; G1 are solutions of the boundary prob-
lem. They depend only on coordinates z; z0 and ρ =

=
p
(x�x0)

2+(y�y0)
2 and can be written as:

G0=

∞Z

0

J0(χρ)Φ0(χ ;z;z0)χdχ ; g=

∞Z

0

J0(χρ)ϕ(χ ;z;z0)χdχ ;

G1=

∞Z

0

J0(χρ)Φ1(χ ;z;z0)χdχ : (4)

If we will introduce the fundamental function Uα
a (χ ; z; z0),

then dependence (4) can be given as

Φ0 =U0
µ ; ϕ =

1
χ2

(
U1
eε �

1
µ
� dU0

µ

dz

)
; Φ1 =U0

eε : (5)

The fundamental function for the field in half-space above
radiator (z� z0) can be accomplished in the form:

Uα
a (z) = 2

(1�α)Z1(zo)Z2(z0)�αZ2(z0)

Z2(zo)�Z1(z0)
e�ζ0(z�z0) : (6)

Because we examine antenna with nonmagnetic substrate,
the functions Z1=2 are given by:

Z2(z0) =�
µ0

ζ0
; Z1(z0) = Zl

1;

Zl
1=

µ0

ζ4
� A4�B4e

�2ζ4h4

A4+B4e
�2ζ4h4

; A4=µ0+ζ4Z4
1; B4=µ0�ζ4Z4

1

Z4
1=

µ0

ζ3
� A3�B3e

�2ζ3h3

A3+B3e
�2ζ3h3

; A3=µ0+ζ3Z3
1; B3=µ0�ζ3Z3

1

Z3
1=

µ0

ζ2
� A2�B2e

�2ζ2h2

A2+B2e
�2ζ2h2

; A2=µ0+ζ2Z2
1; B2=µ0�ζ2Z2

1

Z2
1=

µ0

ζ1
� 1�e�2ζ1h1

1+e�2ζ1h1
; (7)

where: k1 =
q

ωµ0σ
2 (1� i); ζm =

p
χ2�k2

m; km =

= ω
qeεmµ0 (m = 0; 2; 3; 4) – wave number of the mth

layer.
The structure has been restricted to the 2D geometry (is
not depended on coordinate “x”). In this case the electro-
magnetic field can be presented as:

Ex = iω
Je

x

4π2

∞Z

�∞

Z1(z0)

Z2(z0)�Z1(z0)
e�iχ(y�y0)�iζ0(z�z0)dχ :

(8)

This equation is simply a Fourier transform. It permits
to utilize the fast Fourier transform (FFT) for numerical
calculation. The far field has been obtained on the base of
stationary phases method. Then pattern of the ferroelectric
microstrip antenna can be written as:

F(θ ) =� j
Z1(θ )β0

Z2(θ )�Z1(θ )
; (9)

where:

Z2(θ ) =�
µ0

β0
;

Z1(θ ) =
µ0

β0
� µ0(1�ϑ4)+β0Z

4
1(1+ϑ4)

µ0(1+ϑ4)+β0Z
4
1(1�ϑ4)

;

Z4
1(θ ) =

µ0

β3
� µ0(1�ϑ3)+β3Z

3
1(1+ϑ3)

µ0(1+ϑ3)+β3Z
3
1(1�ϑ3)

;

Z3
1(θ ) =

µ0

β2
� µ0(1�ϑ2)+β2Z

2
1(1+ϑ2)

µ0(1+ϑ2)+β2Z
2
1(1�ϑ2)

;

Z2
1(θ ) =

µ0

β1
� (1�ϑ1)+(1+ϑ1)β1=β0

(1+ϑ1)+(1�ϑ1)β1=β0
;

where:
ϑm = e�2HmBm; βm = j

q
k2

m�k2
0sin2 θ , m= 0; 1; 2; 3; 4;

km= ωpµ0εm; m= 0; 2; 3; 4.
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4. Results

The characteristics of the ferroelectric microstrip antenna
have been investigated. Figure 2 shows H-plane radiation
pattern of this antenna for different permittivity values. As
shown in the Fig. 2, the permittivity change (by varying
the dc bias) gives possibility to create different radia-

Fig. 2. H-plane radiation pattern of the ferroelectric microstrip
antenna for different permittivity. Explanations: 1 – ε3= 1800ε0;
2 – ε3= 3600ε0; 3 – ε3= 9000ε0.

Fig. 3. Dependence of the zero localization from change permit-
tivity of ferroelectric.

tion patterns. The following cases have been calculated:
slab1 – h1 = 0:02λ and σ ! ∞; slab2 – h2 = 0:004λ and
ε2 = 9�ε0; slab3 (ferroelectric) – h3= 0:00002λ and ε3 can
be changed (e.g. from 900 to 9000); slab4 – h4 = 0:007λ

and ε4 = 2�ε0, where λ – length wave. Beamwidth pattern
for case 2 (ε3 = 3600�ε0) is about 33Æ with two zeros. For
case 3 beamwidth pattern is about 52Æ (ε3= 9000�ε0) with-
out zeros (see Fig. 2, curve 2 and 3, respectively). The pat-
tern of radiating element changes its shape and zeros local-
ization of the beam by varying permittivity of ferroelectric
tape. Figure 3 shows dependence of the zeros localization
in the radiating element pattern, by varying the dc electric
field of ferroelectric material (parameters of the structure
have been shown above). This permits to use such radiat-
ing element into several applications, e.g. for smart antenna
arrays [6]. A linear N-isotropic elements array has N�1
degrees of the freedom. Therefore, it is possible to own
N�1 independent control zeros pattern. If the pattern of
the radiating nonisotropic element has own two zeros, then
the linear N-nonisotropic elements array has own N+ 1
control zeros (e.g., two more degrees of freedom). This
permits to shape assignment pattern for smart antenna.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a new type of microstrip antenna with fer-
roelectric layer has been presented. This novel antenna
consists of multilayered structure with thin ferroelectric
tape (voltage-controlled) sandwiched between two dielec-
tric slabs, located on the conductive plate. The results
of investigations indicate that proposed microstrip antenna
type is perspective.
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Paper A broadband uniplanar
quasi-Yagi antenna – parameter study

in application to a spatial power combiner
Marek E. Białkowski, Hyok J. Song, and Paweł Kabacik

Abstract — A parameter study is performed of a broadband
uniplanar quasi-Yagi antenna with regard to its design and
use in a spatial power combiner. A 3D full-wave electromag-
netic field analysis is applied to identify parameters, which
mostly affect the design frequency and operational bandwidth
of this antenna. Optimal design conditions are determined.
Using these design criteria a passive spatial power combiner
employing trays of back-to-back connected quasi-Yagi anten-
nas is developed. This combiner is investigated in terms of
insertion losses and field uniformity, which are key factors in
obtaining high power combining efficiency.

Keywords — broadband quasi-Yagi antenna, passive spatial
power combiner.

1. Introduction

In recent years a lot of interest has been shown in spa-
tial power combining methods to overcome difficulties in
generating high power levels from solid-state devices at
millimeter-wave frequencies [1]. Although oscillators and
amplifiers can be spatially combined, most of the recent
research activities have been devoted to amplifiers due to
their more predictable performance and a larger operational
bandwidth. In order to obtain low manufacturing costs, tile
and brick configurations of planar antenna arrays have at-
tracted a lot of attention [2] as suitable power combining
structures. In these arrays antenna elements are connected
to the input and output ports of the individual amplifiers.
The input antenna element receives the signal and passes it
to the amplifier. The amplifier passes the amplified signal
to the output antenna where it is radiated. Power from the
array is intercepted in free space by a receiving/collecting
antenna such as a horn antenna. Due to the fact that the
tile configuration usually employs resonant type antenna
elements, such as microstrip patch antennas, this type of
power combiner is narrow-band in operation. The result-
ing operational bandwidth is usually smaller than that of
the individual amplifiers when they are assessed without
radiating elements [3, 4]. The motivation of the work pre-
sented in this paper is to explore new antenna elements
arranged in the brick configuration to fully utilize the sur-
plus bandwidth of transistor amplifiers.
One possible choice, which has already been explored
in [5], is a planar-type linear tapered slot antenna (LTSA).
This antenna element, when properly designed, features
large (multi-octave) operational bandwidth and because of

an end-fire radiation characteristic it is suitable for inclu-
sion as an element of a brick or tray array. One flaw of
this solution is that the LTSA features a relatively large
size with length L being in the order of 2λ0 � L � 12λ0
and the termination width of W � λ0=2 [6]. In [7] Qian
et al. proposed an uniplanar quasi-Yagi antenna whose size
is significantly smaller than that of the LTSA. A large op-
erational bandwidth in the order of 48% for VSWR < 2
was demonstrated in X-band [8]. Although this antenna
element is compact and provides a suitable bandwidth to
match individual transistor amplifiers its design strategy has
not been well documented.
This paper investigates the effects of five main design pa-
rameters of the uniplanar quasi-Yagi antenna on its oper-
ational frequency and impedance bandwidth. The study
identifies parameters most affecting the performance of this
antenna. The presented findings should be of interest to the
designers of the quasi-Yagi antenna for applications such as
a spatial power combining and other wireless communica-
tions applications.

2. Configuration

Figure 1 shows the configuration of the uniplanar quasi-
Yagi antenna, which consists of a director and a driver fed
by a broadband microstrip to coplanar strip transition [7].
A delay of half wavelength introduced in one of the two mi-
crostrip arms is required to obtain the odd mode coupling.
The truncated ground plane on the backside of the sub-
strate is used as a reflector. The operation of this antenna
has been described in [7, 8] and hence it is not repeated
here. Instead, the effects of different parameters of this
antenna on its performance are studied here.

3. Parameter study

Due to the complex structure of the quasi-Yagi antenna,
a 3D full-wave electromagnetic simulation package is nec-
essary to efficiently carry out the parameter study. A com-
mercially available 3D full-wave EM package, IE3D of Ze-
land Software, based on the method of moment (MoM) is
used here to analyze the antenna performance in terms of
its return loss.
Five design parameters considered in the present study
include: parameter 1 – length of the director, parame-
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ter 2 – distance between the director and the driver, pa-
rameter 3 – distance between the coupled microstrip lines,
parameter 4 – length of the driver, parameter 5 – distance
from the driver to the reflector. All these parameters are
respectively shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Configuration of uniplanar quasi-Yagi antenna.

In order to gain the confidence in the accuracy of the EM
software used in this study, a prototype quasi-Yagi antenna
was designed, developed and tested and the measured re-
sults were compared against the theoretical ones. The de-
sign frequency was selected as 12.5 GHz and the initial
antenna dimensions were chosen by referring to the design
of a normal Yagi-Uda antenna. A substrate with a relative
dielectric constant of 2.45 and thickness of 0.48 mm was
assumed. The design was performed using IE3D. A man-
ual iteration procedure was applied to achieve impedance
bandwidth comparable to that demonstrated in [8]. The fi-
nal antenna dimensions included: length of director (pa-
rameter 1) = 4.8 mm, distance between the director and
the driver (parameter 2) = 4.0 mm, distance between the
coupled microstrip lines (parameter 3) = 0.5 mm, length
of the driver (parameter 4) = 15:5 mm, and distance from
the driver to the reflector (parameter 5) = 4.13 mm. Fig-
ure 2 shows both simulated and measured return loss of
the final design. It can be seen that the simulation result
closely follows the measured one. The frequency shift can
be due to an insufficiently fine grid of the structure used
in simulations. Nevertheless, a relatively good agreement
confirms the validity of the chosen software to be used in
the parameter study.
The results of simulations for the return loss with respect to
parameters 1 to 5 are presented in Fig. 3(a�e). Figure 3a
shows the results when parameter 1 is varied by 1 mm
from 3.8 mm to 5.8 mm. The results show that the re-
turn loss is not sensitive to the changes of parameter 1.
Figure 3b shows the results when parameter 2 is varied

Fig. 2. Measured return loss of the optimized Ku-band quasi-Yagi
antenna.

by 1 mm from 3 mm to 5 mm. The results show that pa-
rameter 2 only slightly affects the return loss. Figure 3c
shows the results for the return loss when the gap between
the coupled microstrip lines (parameter 3) is varied in steps
of 0.2 mm from 0.5 mm to 0.7 mm. The results reveal that
the return loss degrades when the gap between the two mi-
crostrip lines is reduced. Figure 3d shows the results when
the length of the driver (parameter 4) is varied by incre-
ments of 2 mm from 13.5 mm to 17.5 mm. As observed
in Fig. 3d the return loss is very sensitive to the changes of
this parameter. This parameter affects both the impedance
bandwidth and the center frequency. Finally Fig. 3e shows
the results when parameter 5, which is the distance from
the driver to the reflector, is varied by increments of 1 mm
from 3.13 mm to 5.13 mm. As seen in Fig. 3e the re-
turn loss is sensitive to this parameter. It affects the
impedance bandwidth as well as the design frequency.
The results presented in Fig. 3(a�e) reveal that the length
of the driver (parameter 4) is optimum when it is about
a guide wavelength and the distance between the driver
and the reflector (parameter 5) is about a quarter guide
wavelength.

4. Design of a power combiner

Having successfully designed a single quasi-Yagi antenna,
the next step is to show that this antenna can properly oper-
ate when used as an element of a spatial power combiner.
Here only a passive power combining structure is investi-
gated. The investigations are restricted to practical experi-
ments because the highly complicated 3D structure of the
combiner is difficult to study theoretically.

Figure 4a shows the construction of a power combiner that
includes two horn antennas for power launching and receiv-
ing purposes and several trays each consisting of two Yagi
antennas positioned back-to-back, as shown in Fig. 4b.
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Fig. 3. Simulations results for the return loss of an uniplanar quasi-Yagi antenna when: (a) parameter 1 – length of the director;
(b) parameter 2 – distance between the director and the driver; (c) parameter 3 – distance between the coupled microstrip lines;
(d) parameter 4 – length of the driver, and (e) parameter 5 – distance from the driver to the reflector are varied.

As seen in Fig. 4a the trays are positioned parallel to the
E-plane of the horns and hence they are stacked along the
H-plane. The space between the input ports of the anten-
nas in the tray in Fig. 4b is left to test the tray for isolation
between the two ports. High isolation is required when
an amplifier is included so that possible oscillations due to
the feedback between amplifier’s input and output ports are
not present. Blocks of 6.4 mm Rohacell foam featuring the
relative constant of 1.07 located on the sides of the trays
are used to support the trays. The replacement of these
foam spacers by spacers made in copper did not show any

significant difference in all the measured results. The over-
all setup dimensions are as follows. The two horns feature
aperture dimensions of 34 mm � 48 mm respectively in
the direction of E- and H-field. The single tray features
physical dimensions of 60 mm � 60 mm with its aperture
width of about 16 mm that corresponds to the length of the
driven element of the Yagi antenna.
Figure 5 shows the measured isolation for the tray config-
uration of Fig. 4. Note that in the experiment, the input
ports to the two antennas were separated by 8 mm to en-
able their input ports to be connected to the vector network
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Fig. 4. (a) A perspective view of the power combiner consisting
of 7 passive trays with horn antennas as distributing/combining
devices, and (b) a layout of a passive tray containing two uniplanar
quasi-Yagi antennas connected back-to-back.

Fig. 5. Measured isolation (S12) between input ports of the
passive tray formed by two back-to-back connected quasi-Yagi
antennas.

analyzer. High value of isolation, being greater than 25 dB
over the frequency band from 8.5 GHz to 16 GHz is ob-
served. This result indicates that the developed passive tray
is ready to accommodate a broadband amplifier designed
for the 50-ohm input/output operation whose gain does not
exceed 25 dB across the frequency band from about 9 GHz
to 15 GHz.

Fig. 6. Return loss (S11) and insertion loss (S21) as measured with
respect to the horn ports for the 5-tray combiner. Also shown is
isolation for this combiner when driven elements of Yagi antennas
are short-circuited.

Figure 6 shows the measured results for return loss and
insertion loss as observed from the coaxial ports of the
transmitting and receiving horns of the 5-tray combiner.

Fig. 7. Measured power distribution across two principal planes
at the aperture of the X-band pyramidal horn, having dimensions
34 mm � 48 mm respectively in the E- and H-planes, at 10.5 GHz
and 12.5 GHz: (a) E-plane cut, (b) H-plane cut.
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Also shown in Fig. 6 is the isolation when the quasi-Yagi
antennas of the 5-tray combiner become short-circuited.
The lowest insertion loss of 1.8 dB occurs at 10.5 GHz
with 3 dB bandwidth covering from 10 to 12.2 GHz. It is
also observed that the insertion loss curve rolls off as fre-
quency increases toward 12.5 GHz. It was found that the
rise of insertion loss was mainly due to the near-field inter-
action between the tray and the horns. When the separa-
tion between the tray and the horns was slightly increased,
the roll-off at 12.5 GHz in the insertion loss plot disap-
peared. The isolation between the receiving and transmit-
ting horn ports when the Yagi antennas are short-circuited
in the 5-tray structure takes a minimum value of 16 dB. This
result shows that the back-to-back connected Yagi antennas
are indeed responsible for power transmission between the
two horns.

The next step to assess the performance of the combiner
is to measure field uniformity across the stack. Obtain-
ing a highly uniform field across the stack (which is in
the H-plane of the quasi-Yagi antenna) is important from
the point of view of achieving high power combining ef-
ficiency. If excitations of individual trays in the stack are
uniform (constant in magnitude and phase), each amplifier

Fig. 8. Measured power distribution across two principal planes
at the output of the 5-tray structure at 10.5 GHz and 12.5 GHz:
(a) E-plane cut, (b) H-plane cut.

contributes equally to the output power. Also when large
power levels are established all the amplifiers reach their
saturation simultaneously.
The measured amplitude of the field distribution across the
launching horn aperture at 10.5 GHz and 12.5 GHz us-
ing a near-field measurement facility is shown in Fig. 7.
An open-ended circular waveguide probe was used to scan
the near field. As observed in Fig. 7, the 5-tray com-
biner fits well the region of uniform amplitude distribu-
tion at the horn aperture at 10.5 GHz compared with that
at 12.5 GHz.
The measured amplitude of the field distribution across the
output aperture of the 5-tray structure when excited by the
horn at 10.5 GHz and 12.5 GHz is shown in Fig. 8.
As can be seen in Fig. 8, the outer trays are not excited as
strong as the central trays. The measured phase variation
across the stack (not shown here) was only within �15Æ.
The uniformity of the field amplitude can be improved by
using a hard horn as the launching/receiving horns [9].

5. Conclusions

A parameter study has been performed of a broadband uni-
planar quasi-Yagi antenna with regard to its design and use
in a spatial power combiner. It has been found that the
design frequency and the operational bandwidth are insen-
sitive to the changes in the length of director (parameter 1)
and the distance between the director and the driver (pa-
rameter 2). The length of gap between the coupled mi-
crostrip lines (parameter 3) affects the bandwidth moder-
ately. The most sensitive parameters of the quasi-Yagi an-
tenna have been found the length of the driver (parameter 4)
and the distance from the driver to the reflector (param-
eter 5). These two parameters affect both the antenna’s
design frequency and its operational bandwidth.
Following this theoretical study, a single tray consisting
of two back-to-back connected quasi-Yagi antennas and
a 5-tray combiner for operation in X/Ku-band have been
developed and tested. Two ordinary pyramidal horn an-
tennas have been used to distribute and receive microwave
power. Investigated parameters have included return loss,
insertion loss and field uniformity across the trays to
achieve optimal combining conditions. The overall results
for the single tray of two elements and the 5-tray configu-
ration have shown that the quasi-Yagi antenna is a suitable
element to develop a broadband spatial power combiner.
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Paper Photonic band gaps
in complex layered arrays

Sergey L. Prosvirnin, Sergey A. Tretyakov, Tetyana D. Vasilyeva, Arlette Fourrier-Lamer,
and Said Zouhdi

Abstract — Reflective and transmitting properties of several
layers of double-periodic arrays are studied. In the arrays,
elements are conducting inclusions of various shapes. It is
shown that in these structures all the phenomena recently
found in dense wire grids with periodical defects (so-called
photonic band gap structures) can be observed and ex-
plained in simple terms of inter-layer and inclusion reso-
nances. Frequency-selective (with two and more stop bands)
and polarization transformation properties of these arrays are
demonstrated.

Keywords — photonic band gap structures, double-periodic ar-
rays, reflective and transmitting properties.

1. Introduction

In recent years, much attention has been given to so-called
photonic band gap (PBG) materials. Full band gaps for
electromagnetic waves of arbitrary polarization and prop-
agation direction have been found in many 3D periodic
structures. These results stimulated renewed interest to 2D
and even 1D periodic structures in the microwave regime.
Some new applications have been recently proposed [1�3].
A very interesting behavior has been observed in a sys-
tem which is intermediate between bulk 3D periodic media
and 2D regular arrays, see [4]. A relatively thin layer of
conducting wire mesh has been investigated. Experimen-
tal results of [4] lead to the following observations: 1) in
a regular periodic structures, the layer is highly reflective
at low frequencies and rather transparent at high frequen-
cies; 2) there is a sharp cut-off boundary between the two
regimes; 3) if the wires are cut periodically (mesh with
defects), transmission peaks appear in the low-frequency
band of high reflectivity.
These phenomena were explained in [4] in terms of an
effective dielectric constant. The cut-off frequency is iden-
tified as that similar to the plasma frequency for electrons
flowing in the mesh. Regular 3D wire meshes with cubic
cells were considered in papers [5, 6]. Here, the phenom-
ena in regular structures have been explained in terms of
the effective mass of electrons moving in conducting wires.
However, these simple models fail if the system is studied
in a wide frequency range. When the characteristic sizes
become comparable to the wavelength (which is the most
interesting case where photonic band gaps exist), the sys-
tem is spatially dispersive. More complicated constitutive
relations are needed to model spatial dispersion [7, 8]. We

show that similar phenomena can be found in much simpler
systems formed of a few parallel planar layers of conduct-
ing resonant inclusions, and explained in a very simple and
physically clear way.
Let us start from an observation (made already in [4]) that
in the low frequency regime the cell structure is not im-
portant. And indeed, phenomena 1 and 2 have been also
observed in [5, 6] in 3D arrays of parallel conducting wires.
Phenomenon 1 can be explained very simply just noticing
that at low frequencies when the period of the grid is much
smaller than the wavelength, the wire grid behaves as a con-
ductor. On the other hand, when the frequency is high and
the period is large compared to the wavelength, the grid is
quite transparent for electromagnetic waves. These proper-
ties can be modeled for wire grids in terms of the averaged
induced current [9]. Sharp cut-off between the two regimes
is there because of the finite thickness of the structure and
periodicity in the normal direction. Finally, if the wires in
each layer are periodically cut (introducing defects), new
resonances of high transmission appear. The resonance
frequencies correspond to the condition that the length of
conducting sections equals one or several half-wavelengths.
If the section length is large enough (sparse defects), these
resonances appear in the low frequency stopband.
We explore properties of periodical structures of several
layers of metal elements of various forms in detail and
show that indeed all the properties observed in [4] can be
found in these arrays. These structures can find practical
applications in polarization-selective filters (very sharp res-
onances due to screening the internal layers of the structure,
polarization sensitivity or polarization transformation due
to the inclusion shape).

2. Operator of electromagnetic wave
scattering by double-periodic arrays

Let us consider the incidence of a plane electromagnetic
wave Ei = Pexp(ik i � r) on an infinite double-periodic ar-
ray in the plane z= 0. Incident and scattered electromag-
netic fields can be conveniently represented using transverse
to Ozaxis components of TE- and TM-wave sets. Consider
in the beginning the incidence of a wave having transverse
component of the electric field in the form

Ei
t (r) =ψψψ(p)

m0n0
(ρρρ)exp(�iΓm0n0z); (1)
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where index t denotes transverse to Oz axis components
of the electric field, p= 1 corresponds to TE-waves, and
p= 2 corresponds to TM-waves,

ψψψ(1)
mn(ρρρ) =

1p
Q

χχχmn�ez

χmn
eiχχχ�ρρρ ; ψψψ(2)

mn(ρρρ) =
1p
Q

χχχmn

χmn
eiχχχ �ρρρ

(2)

are vector harmonics; χχχmn = ex(ki
x� 2πm=dx) + ey(ki

y +

�2πn=dy); Γmn=
p

k2� χ2
mn; ρρρ = exx+eyy; Q= dxdy; dx

and dy are the array periods along Ox and Oy axes, respec-
tively. The corresponding reflected field we write as

Er
t (r) =

2

∑
q=1

∞

∑
m=�∞

∞

∑
n=�∞

a(pq)
mn (χχχm0n0)ψψψ (q)

mn(ρρρ)exp(iΓmnz) :

(3)

If the set of partial waves

Ei
t(r) =

2

∑
p=1

∞

∑
m0=�∞

∞

∑
n0=�∞

q(p)
m0n0

ψψψ(p)
m0n0

(ρρρ)exp(�iΓm0n0z) (4)

is incident upon an array, the reflected field may be repre-
sented in the form

Er
t (r) =

2

∑
q=1

∞

∑
m=�∞

∞

∑
n=�∞

b(q)mnψψψ
(q)
mn(ρρρ)exp(iΓmnz): (5)

Let us define an operator of scattering by a double-periodic
grating as an operator which connects coefficients b(q)mn of
the reflected field and the coefficients q(p)

m0n0
of the incident

field:

b(q)mn=
2

∑
p=1

∞

∑
m0=�∞

∞

∑
n0=�∞

a(pq)
mn (χχχm0n0)q

(p)
m0n0

(6)

or, in short operator notation, b= rq; where r is the operator
of reflection. Coefficients a(pq)

mn (χχχm0n0) may be found by
using any known method of the analysis of electromagnetic
wave scattering by single double-periodic arrays. Method
of moments may be used particularly in the cases of wave
scattering by arrays of thin strips [10�12].
Let us consider the incidence of a plane electromagnetic
wave with the frequency that is below the lowest of the so-
called sliding frequencies, i.e. the frequency values which
divide frequency regions corresponding to propagating or
evanescent spatial partial waves. Further, only the ampli-
tudes of propagating waves will be important, i.e., we will
consider characteristics of the reflected fields at positions
spaced from the array plane so that the influence of non-
propagating partial waves can be neglected. Operator of
reflection in this case may be defined approximately by ex-
pression b(q) = ∑2

p=1a(pq)q(p), where the lower indices are
omitted for shortness, they are all equal to zero. All the
statements formulated above regarding operator of reflec-
tion are correct also for operator of transmission t.

3. Operators of reflection
and transmission for a system
of a finite number of arrays

The structure is assumed to be equidistant and to consist
of identical arrays. The field in each gap between planar
arrays may be represented in the form of a set of partial
TE- and TM-waves. The amplitudes of the transverse com-
ponents of the partial waves are denoted as following: q for
the incident field, r(n)q for the reflected field, t(n)q for the
transmitted field, and A(n�1), B(n�1) for the fields in the gap
between the next to the last array and the last array of the
structure, see Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Layered array: amplitudes of the reflected, transmitted,
and partial waves.

Let us assume operators r , t for a single array to be known,
as well as r(n�1), t(n�1) for the system of (n� 1) arrays,
and show that the operators for the whole system can then
be found recursively. The amplitudes of the partial waves
satisfy equations

A(n�1) = t(n�1)q+ r(n�1)eB(n�1) ;

B(n�1) = reA(n�1) ;

r(n)q= r(n�1)q+ t(n�1)eB(n�1) ;

t(n)q= teA(n�1) ; (7)

where e is the plane-wave propagator operator from the
plane of one array to the next array plane. After elimi-
nation of vectors A(n�1) and B(n�1) one obtains recurrent
expressions which allow to find operators r(n) and t(n) in
the form

r(n) = r(n�1)+ t(n�1)ere(I � r(n�1)ere)�1t(n�1) ; (8)

t(n) = te(I � r(n�1)ere)�1t(n�1) : (9)
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4. Numerical results and discussion

For shortness, we will call straight strips I-shaped inclu-
sions, the shape of open loops we associate with the shape
of letter C, and an Ω-shaped conductive inclusion we call
the omega particle. The frequency dependence of the trans-
mission and reflection coefficients of an array of I-shaped
elements has a resonant behavior. The resonance appears
when the length of an element approximately equals to one
half of the incident wavelength. Naturally, an increase of
the element length leads to a decrease of the resonant fre-
quency. Frequency dependence of the reflection coefficient
of an array of infinitely long strips (an array without defects
as periodic cutting of strips) has no resonances.
Further reduction of the resonance frequency is possible by
changing the element shape so that it is more compact but
has a longer stretched length. In the frequency dependen-
cies for an array of C-shaped elements there are two res-
onances. The second resonance appears when the length
of an element is close to one and one half of the wave-
length. Knowing the resonant behavior of layered struc-
tures as dependent on the shape, length of strips, periods
of arrays, elements and distance between the layers we can
create systems of layers with interesting and useful prop-
erties. A 4-layer structure of I-shaped strips exhibits the
same behavior as the 3D wire mesh with defects described
in [4].
A system with two zones of full reflection can be made
using a 4-layer structure (L = 5=6dx) with C-shaped ele-
ments (a= 5=12dx, φ1 = π=18, 2w= 1=30dx, dx = dy). Its
frequency characteristics are shown in Fig. 2. The first re-
flection zone is in the low frequency area. It is the first
resonance (polarization along axis Oy) depending on the
element length (S= 2:47dx, dx = dy) with the resonance
between the first and the fourth layers (dx=λ � 0:2). The
second zone is the second length resonance with resonances
between layers: layer 1 and layer 2 (L12� λ=2), layer 1 and
layer 3 (L13� λ ), layer 1 and layer 4 (L14� 3λ=2), when
dx=λ � 0:6.

Fig. 2. Reflection coefficient from a four-layer array of C-shaped
inclusions.

Fig. 3. Reflection and transmission coefficients from a four-layer
array of Ω-shaped inclusions.

Similar behavior of the frequency dependence of the reflec-
tion coefficient we can see in Fig. 3 in the case of a 4-layer
structure (L= 0:5dx) with Ω-shaped elements (a= 0:25dx,
l = 0:35dx, 2w= 0:019dx, dx = dy). Because we have cho-
sen in this case symmetrical displacements of elements with
respect to the diagonal of the array cells, cross-polarized
field components exist in the transmitted and reflected field.
There are no frequencies of full reflection in this case
because of the polarization transformation. Different re-
sponses of the array on different polarizations allow to use
such structures not only as frequency selective filters but
also as polarization-sensitive filters.

5. Conclusion

There are three reasons for resonant behavior of the fre-
quency dependencies of the reflection coefficient for such
structures. The first reason is interference phenomena be-
tween layers. The second reason is introduced by defects
(cut strips, in our case) that leads to finite length of array
elements and, as a consequence, to additional resonances.
The third reason is interference between layers on frequen-
cies near to the resonant frequencies of elements in a single
array. In the last case new resonances can appear because
of strong dispersion of the phase of the transmission coef-
ficient for a single array.
Regular structures of conducting elements without defects
are strongly reflecting in the low frequency region. Layered
structures of arrays of finite-length elements are transpar-
ent in the low frequency region and have properties of PBG
structures in the frequency region where the main sizes of
the elements and the whole array thickness are approxi-
mately equal to the wavelength.
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Paper Antennas of vehicles landing
on a planet surface

Kira K. Belostotskaya

Abstract — The antenna systems designed under the interna-
tional projects “Mars-96” and “Phobos” are described. The
antenna system of Small station landing on Mars, in flight is
packed under protective petals of the station and is opened on
a surface with the help of flexible legs. The original scheme of
excitation in the form of compact strip-geometry is described.
The antenna system of the mobile vehicle landing on Phobos,
provides the omnidirectional pattern on the basis of the com-
bination of antenna methods with methods of processing of
the received signal. The high efficiency of the antenna results
from its construction in the form of an active antenna.

Keywords — antenna system, omnidirectional pattern, active
antenna.

The small vehicles which are landed on a surface of plan-
ets, must have, as a rule, very limited sizes and weight.
At a phase of overfly in a transport position the antenna
devices should be packed inside the vehicle and in working
position it is appropriate to use the elements of the vehi-
cle in a design as components of the antenna. The radio
system of Small automatic station landed on a surface of
Mars (international project “Mars-96”), was equipped with
receiving system. The system received a command from
the orbital spacecraft to switch on the equipment for the
scientific information transmission.
The communication was realized by transmiting-receiving
antenna. The antenna provided a reception on a fre-
quency of 437.1 MHz and transmission on a frequency
of 401.5272 MHz. The requirements to the pattern were de-
termined by communication angles with the orbital space-
craft. The antenna should have a radiation characteristic in
the upper half-space (on azimuth – omnidirectional, on an
elevation – �70Æ from a direction in zenith). The field of
radiation – circular right hand with elliptic coefficient not
worse then 4 dB in a zone of working angles.
The external outlines of the upper hemisphere of the station
and system of legs in the form of flexible contoured metal
ribbons for the lift of the antenna and installation it into
working position were determined during the designing of
the antenna. Besides, the scientific devices were placed
above the antenna and on the elements of legs.
The antenna system represents a dipole antenna of turnstile
type (Figs. 1 and 2). Four arms of dipole assume the posi-
tion at which the pattern on two frequencies is satisfactorily
formed. The metallized top of a station surface served as
the reflector for the antenna, forming its radiation in the
upper hemisphere.
The height of dipole above a station surface, and also their
inclination to a vertical axis of station was selected from

conditions of synthesis of maximum gain within working
angles on two operational frequencies. The increase of the
antenna bandwidth was reached by selection of strip width

Fig. 1. Mars Small station.

Fig. 2. Antenna system of Mars Small station.

of dipole. As dipoles are for long in a folded bent condition
in notches of protective dielectric coating of station, the
plates have a special configuration and special limiter. The
material of a plate – bronze with special thermal treatment.
Four dipole were excited with shift of 90Æ, providing the
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circular polarization field which is omnidirectional in an
azimuth plane.
The essential problem has arisen at working out of the de-
vice of excitation, phasing and matching. The necessity of
the installation of scientific devices practically in “body”
of the antenna was the reason of this problem. As a re-
sult the dipole lost its ordinary point of a feed, because
the arms of dipole have been strongly removed one from
the other. From the diplexer of transponder to the antenna
could be made only one flexible cable along the one of
four legs and whole beam-forming network (BFN) should
be placed in a small volume under the scientific device
occupying the center of a symmetry of the station. The
height of this volume was limited also. As a result the
beam forming network and design of a feeding unit be-
came complicated and required fine turning. The scientific
devices and flexible legs change the input impedance. The
input impedance has a sharp frequency response because
the arms have nonresonance sizes on working frequencies.
As a result, matching could be fulfilled on two separate
working frequencies only (Fig. 3). The scheme of excita-
tion and matching of turnstile antenna are made as a three

Fig. 3. Excitation and matching scheme of turnstile antenna.
Explanations: 1 – dipole; 2 – symmetrizing section 1/4(λ1+λh);
3 – matching stub for f1; 4 – λ1=4 transformer; 5 – shift trans-
former for fh; 6 – resonant stub λ1=2; 7 – λ=4 phasing section
1=8(λ1+λh); 8 – matching transformer 1=2( fh+ f1).

plate set of symmetrical microstrips of a complex configu-
ration on disks with a diameter of 78 mm. There is a 180Æ-
phase shifter on the first plate for first pair of opposite
arms (Fig. 4). There is a 180Æ-phase shifter on the second
plate for identical matching of the second pair of arms. At
first the antenna matching is made on low frequency with
the help of a transformer and a stub. Then after transfor-
mation on the low frequency the stub which provided the
matching on the upper frequency is connected. The phas-
ing on 90Æ and final matching is executed on the third plate.
The scheme is terminated by the connector such as SMA, to
which was connected cable mounted on a leg. The antenna

system must operate with high reliability in conditions of
low temperatures (�100ÆC : : : 140ÆC). For this reason con-
ductors connecting the dipoles with BFN as well as the
connectors between plates must had redundant length. The
feed points of dipole are protected by a polyurethane com-
pound. The full losses in the antenna system are evaluated
in 1.7 dB.
The antenna system gain with polarization losses in 95%
in the zone of working angles had values: �4:2 dB on
f = 401:5272MHz and �3:9 dB on f = 437:1 MHz.
Weight of the antenna system with a cable 1060 mm long
was 240 g. The tests in conditions of statistical, dynamic
and impact accelerations, and also at reduced temperature
were conducted on the antenna system which was a com-
ponent of a technological experimental model of Small sta-
tion. After these tests the parameters of the antenna were
kept.
Other example of unique development is the antenna system
of the vehicle landing on the surface Phobos. The multi-
purpose international space project “Phobos” provided the
activity of mobile vehicle on a surface during a long period
(Fig. 5).
The vehicle was equipped with radio telemetry system for
transmission of the data of ground research to the space-
craft and also command radio link for periodic turn on
of transmitting system of vehicle. The orientation of the
mobile vehicle on a surface could be any. The task of
formation of the omnidirectional characteristics of radia-
tion requires a combination of antenna means with certain
circuit designs. Here double-frequency transmission and
two-channel signal reception was used. By this principle
two independent patterns were added so that the zones of
a low gain of one pattern were filled by radiation with a high
gain from the another. The number of antennas in a sys-
tem is selected from a condition n� 1:5 : : : 1:8 ka, where
ka-electrical radius of the vehicle. Depending on process-
ing methods the synthesized pattern is equal either sum, or
envelope of large values of the pattern of separate chan-
nels. On the vehicle two antennas on sphere surface sepa-
rated on 90Æ. The small frequency separation of antennas
(about 7%) has allowed to use the antenna devices of the
identical sizes in channels f1 = 280 MHz; f2 = 300 MHz.
It is necessary to mark, that of the double-frequency prin-
ciple provides an actual hot-standby operation of a system,
the failure of one channel does not result in a full com-
munications breakdown, and only limits a zone of working
angles.
The requirement concerning absence of outstanding an-
tenna elements over a shell of the mobile vehicle has deter-
mined the size of antenna vertical parts. The size of out-
standing parts must be not greater than 0.025 wavelengths.
This task was decided by designing the antenna system
of an active type. The antenna was made as the Γ-shaped
quarter-wave oscillator of a shunt feed directly incorporated
with a transmission device (Fig. 6).
For selection of an optimum regime of an antenna match-
ing with the transistors the power diagram of the transis-
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Fig. 4. Beam forming microstrip plates. Explanations: 1 – 90Æ-shift plate; 2 – empty layer; 3 – 180Æ-shift and matching plate (1�3);
4 – 180Æ-shift and matching plate (2�4); 5 – coaxial strip; 6 – dipole.

Fig. 5. Phobos mobile vehicle.

tor of an output circuit was used. Active component of
input impedance was determined by the position of an ex-
citing element relative to a short-circuit vertical part of
the antenna, and reactance component was provided with
selection of length of a horizontal part-stub and tuning el-
ements – capacity disk. In a whole sphere the gain of
a double-frequency telemetry system was greater than 0.4.
Thus efficiency of an active antenna was determined only
by thermal losses in antenna elements and shell, and at the
height of vertical parts equal to 1=40λ it was high enough
(about 70%). At flight tests the estimation of ground influ-

Fig. 6. Active antenna. Explanations: 1 – exciter; 2 – short-
circuit vertical part; 3 – stub turner; 4 – capacity disk; 5 – dielec-
tric shell.

ence on the characteristics of the antenna was carried out.
The tests were conducted with the completely assembled
mobile vehicle covered a protective dielectric shell. It has
been found that the direct contact of the mobile vehicle
with soil can reduce the value of a gain by 3 dB. The ther-
mal frequency stability of tuning was evaluated using the
variation of a resonance frequency in range of temperatures
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from +50ÆC to �40ÆC. For the given design the variation
of an input impedance practically did not change a radia-
tion power which was given back by the transmitter to the
antenna.
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Paper Characteristics of the indoor
propagation channel in 1.9 GHz band

Krzysztof Kurek, Dariusz Janusek, Tomasz Kosiło, and Józef Modelski

Abstract — This paper presents results of propagation mea-
surements carried out in the frequency range 1:8�2:01:8�2:01:8�2:0 GHz
inside a building, using network analyser. Wideband proper-
ties of the channel, described through mean delay and delay
spread, and a narrowband local statistics of the received power
have been presented. For each transmitter and receiver an-
tennas location two propagation cases have been considered,
line of sight (LOS) and obstructed line of sight (NLOS) – the
direct path component was attenuated by radio absorbing mat
near the receiver.

Keywords — indoor propagation channel, channel impulse re-
sponse, time dispersion.

1. Introduction

In last years the number of mobile system applications is
growing very fast. Such systems as cellular (GSM 900,
GSM 1800) and cordless (DECT, PHS) are widely used,
the next generation cellular system (UMTS 2000) is planed
for the year 2002 [4]. WLAN and ISM (e.g. Bluetooth [5])
systems are also extensively developed. In many situations
those systems will be used in highly urbanised areas and
inside buildings. Indoor signal propagation strongly de-
pends on building configuration and material used. The
received signal is a sum of multipath components reflected,
diffracted and diffused on surrounding objects (walls, ob-
stacles, etc.). Because amplitude, phase and delay of each
component changes very fast as a result of terminal move-
ment (or movement of surrounding objects, peoples in
building for example) the received signal fluctuates. For
narrowband observation the main result is fading – varia-
tion of the signal strength, and for wideband observation
time dispersion, causing intersymbol interferences is the
main effect. The more detailed description of indoor prop-
agation can be found in literature e.g. [1�3].

The knowledge of the propagation channel properties is
necessary for a communications system design allowing de-
termining maximal signal bandwidth, kind of equalisation
in receiver and transmitter locations as well. The problem
of effective indoor channel measuring and modelling is dis-
cussed in many papers e.g. [6�10]. This paper presents
results of the channel measurements, in 1:9�2 GHz band.
We were mainly interested in the influence of direct ray
on channel properties. After description of measurement
procedure, wideband characteristics of the channel and the
narrowband statistics of the received power variations are
presented. Conclusions are presented at the end.

2. Procedure of measurements

The wideband channel propagation characteristics were
measured in frequency domain, by use of HP8720C vec-
tor network analyser [6]. Block diagram of the measuring
system is presented in Fig. 1. An output signal from the
analyser (output power �10dBm) is connected to the trans-
mitting antenna through 6 m coaxial cable. Signal from the
receiving antenna is amplified by additional 35 dB ampli-
fier and sent through 24 m cable to analyser input. The
2 dBi omnidirectional, vertical polarised antennas, placed
at 1.3 m height over the floor were used for transmission
and reception.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the measuring system.

The direct measurements result was channel transfer func-
tion. The channel impulse response was calculated, using
IFFT, with 5 ns time resolution. It means that all multipath
components that reached the receiver antenna in 5 ns time
interval are shown as one impulse whose amplitude de-
pends on vector sum of these components. Measurements
were done in the building of the Faculty of Electronics and
Information Technology, Warsaw University of Technology
at two locations: in a laboratory room (5.5 m wide and
6 m long) and in a corridor (2.6 m wide and 30 m long).
The external walls of those places are concrete with glass
windows, internal walls are of brick. For each measuring
session the transmitting antenna (Tx) was fixed, and the
receiving antenna (Rx) was moved along lines parallel to
walls:

– in the laboratory room along two lines: towards the
Tx antenna and perpendicular to them;

– in the corridor along line towards the Tx antenna
only.

For each Rx antenna location two types of propagation
were arranged: LOS and NLOS. The direct ray was at-
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tenuated by putting radio wave absorbing plate (Laminated
absorber AEL – 4.5, of Advanced ElectroMagnetic INC.,
dimensions 0:6�0:6 m, reflection attenuation > 20 dB, for
freq. > 0:6 GHz) in front of the receiving antenna.
We characterise the channel dispersive properties by typical
parameters: mean delay and delay spread, calculated from
the power delay profile [1]. The following assumptions
have been done during measured data treatment:

a) threshold level 30 dB below maximum component of
the impulse response is assumed; e.g. all the smaller
values are treated as noise and are not taken into
analysis;

b) the impulse response delay is defined relatively to the
first component (first received path).

3. Analysis of results

Typical examples of measured propagation channel transfer
functions and normalised impulse responses for LOS and
NLOS situation are presented in Fig. 2. Both impulse re-
sponses are normalised to the level of non obstructed direct
ray for LOS. During NLOS direct ray is attenuated because
of that a relative level of multipath components in the re-
ceived signal is larger and channel is more time disper-
sive. Additionally received power for this case is smaller.
Changes of the channel properties for LOS and NLOS sit-
uations are especially large for small distances between Tx

Fig. 2. Transfer functions (a) and normalised impulse re-
sponses (b) of the propagation channel for LOS and NLOS situ-
ations.

and Rx antennas, when amplitude of non attenuated direct
ray is dominant in the received signal (about 20 dB above
multipath components for distances 1� 2 m). Figure 3
shows average values of these dispersive parameters for the
propagation in laboratory room. Attenuation of LOS com-
ponent causes an increase of average mean delay from 6 ns
to 10 ns and average delay spread from 8.8 ns to 10.7 ns.
In the case of measurements at the corridor average val-
ues are respectively 10.8 ns and 23.4 ns, and after LOS
ray obstruction average mean delay changed to 14.1 ns and
average delay spread to 29.1 ns. Values of dispersive pa-
rameters also depend on distance between transmitter and
receiver antennas, local average values of them are larger
with increasing of distance.

 

 

Fig. 3. Cumulative probability distributions of the mean delay (a)
and delay spread (b) for measurements in laboratory room.

Figure 4 shows the average power delay profiles for two
analysed places. That curves were calculated from all the
measurements for the laboratory and the corridor respec-
tively. The laboratory profile is very regular. At the corri-
dor profiles there are two strong components: a) first (di-
rect) component which is a sum of direct ray and rays re-
flected from walls and floor with delay less than the time
resolution of measurements (because the corridor is long
and narrow); b) large amplitude multipath component with
delay 100 ns, which is caused by a ray reflected from the
metal door at one end of the corridor.
In Fig. 4 the aproximation of the delay profiles by a sim-
ple exponential function is also shown. The laboratory
room propagation is modeled by the function p(t) = e�mt,
where m is slope of the profile. For the LOS propagation
case m is �1:2 and for NLOS situation m is �0:8. The
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Fig. 4. Average power delay profiles of the propagation channel
and their exponential approximations: (a) for laboratory room;
(b) for corridor.

Fig. 5. Probability density function of the received power for
NLOS situation and its approximations by commonly used distri-
butions (with identical mean values and standard deviation).

corridor propagation is aproximated by a modified function
p(t) = k � e�mt, where m is 0.37 and k is 0.066 for LOS,
and m is 0.31 and k is 0.076 for NLOS situation.
Figure 5 presents an example of narrowband signal prop-
erties. We analysed the probability density function of re-
ceived power at one frequency (1.9 GHz) from measure-
ment taken at laboratory room. The receiving antenna was
moved along a line parallel to the transmitter in 10 cm steps
from wall to wall of the laboratory. The distance between
the measuring line and the Tx antenna was 6 m. Then
statistics of the power variation normalised to the mean
values have been calculated. For both LOS and NLOS

situations local mean power changes with the receiver lo-
cation, and obtained statistics are similar. Example of prob-
ability density function (PDF) of the received power at the
frequency 1.9 GHz for NLOS situations is presented in
Fig. 5, for comparison PDF’s of common used distribu-
tions [7]: Rayleigh, Rice, Nakagami, Weibull, lognormal
all with identical mean values and standard deviations are
also shown. From our analysis its clear that for both LOS
and NLOS situations, lognormal distribution best fits to
experimental data.

4. Conclusions

Results of measurements for the indoor propagation channel
in 1.9 GHz band have been presented. Wideband character-
istics of the channel and the received power depend strongly
on existence of visibility between antennas. Obstruction of
line of sight path causes decrease of received power and
increase of time dispersive properties of the propagation
channel, especially for small distances between antennas.
From our measurements there is a clear indication that
in micro-cellular systems direct ray propagation situation
should be preferred. That can be rather easy realised by
putting base-station high on the walls or on a ceiling.
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Paper Distortion and noise problems
of subcarrier multiplexed optical systems

Eszter Udvary and Tamás Marozsák

Abstract — In this paper investigation of subcarrier multi-
plexed optical subsystems for optically supported communica-
tion systems is presented. Noise and spurious free dynamic
range are the main parameters, which are determined by the
applied optical transmission. The frequency dependence of
these parameters and optimal frequency chosen is presented.

Keywords — wireless communications, distortion and noise
problems, subcarrier multiplexed optical subsystems.

1. Introduction

In many applications of analog fiber optic links the link
noise figure or output signal to noise ratio and intermod-
ulation free dynamic range are two of the most important
parameters. Great dynamic range and high linearity are
necessary in the subcarrier multiplexed optical transmission
system to have good system performance and avoid chan-
nel cross-talk. These parameters can be determined by the
optical transmitter and depend on frequency and level of
optical reflection. This dependence has not been satisfac-
tory investigated, here some measurement results and noise
calculations are presented in connection of realization of an
optically supported millimeter wave (MMW) cellular radio
system.

2. Optical link in radio systems

One possible radio system can be seen in Fig. 1. This
proposed system is based on the simultaneous transmis-
sion of the information and the reference signal via inten-
sity modulated optical distribution system. The reference
and information signals are placed in the low microwave
frequency range (about 1 GHz). In this approach instead
of transmitting the millimeter-wave signal, one of its sub-
harmonic is optically transmitted and at the reception side
the millimeter-wave is generated utilizing the subharmonic
signal as a reference frequency. A single mode laser is in-
tensity modulated by the subharmonic reference signal and
several subcarriers, which are used for the optical trans-
mission of the information channels [1]. Hence, the key
parameters of the optical transmission system are noise and
linearity which can be dominant in the whole system.

3. Optical noise sources

A typical microwave fiber optic link consists of a laser
source may be with an external modulator (Mach-Zehnder
or electro-absorption modulator), the fiber optic transmis-
sion medium, optical amplifier (fiber or semiconductor) and
an optical detector. These components are the noise sources
of the optical link. Because these noise sources are inde-
pendent, they can be simply added.
Conventional direct modulation of laser diodes has the
problems with an adverse frequency spread (chirp) and with
a frequency response, which is limited by the internal res-
onance between the electrons and photons. The amplitude,
power and frequency of the laser as an oscillator have some
fluctuations. The semiconductor laser source is character-
ized by the relative intensity noise (RIN) and the equivalent
electrical noise power (NL( f )) is generated in the laser:

RIN( f ) =
h∆P2( f )i

P2
L

; NL( f ) = RIN( f ) �PL �B; (1)

where hP2( f )i – spectral density of the square of the laser
optical power fluctuation, PL – steady-state optical power
output from laser, B – bandwidth.
The frequency dependence of the RIN is rather high, it can
change more than 10 dB in the lasers bandwidth (Fig. 2).
This way in the data sheet given usual value, 140 dB/Hz
cannot be always used for accurate calculations. The RIN
also changes with biasing, to eliminate this effect as high
bias current should be applied as possible. This is also
good for laser stability and linearity also.
The linearity of the direct modulated laser source depends
on bias current, level of optical reflection in the system,
and frequency. This is shown in Fig. 3, where a con-
ventional Fabry-Perot laser was biased over 1 mW optical
power in the single mode fiber, the RF power was 0 dBm
which created m= 23% modulation depth. The measure-
ment was done by two carriers with 1 MHz spacing, and
the level of the third order mixing product was measured.
The 3�5 dB proving effect of the isolator can be observed.
In the 1�1:6 GHz range the linearity changes a lot with
frequency, it even overtakes the non-isolator case. This ef-
fect was reproducible, and therefore 1.6 and 1 GHz was
chosen for the system as optimum frequency for the optical
transmission. The laser RIN was also lower than in higher
frequencies.
Two types of the external modulators are widely used. The
first one is the electro-optic (EO) LiNbO3 Mach-Zehnder
modulator and the second one is the multiple-quantum-
well (MQW) electro-absorption optical modulator. For an
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Fig. 1. Optical supported fiber radio system.

externally modulated link the noise figure decreases with
increasing laser power. The shot noise of photodiode in-

Fig. 2. The frequency and bias dependence for two different laser
diodes.

creases linearity, while the link gain increases as the square
of the laser power. This is because the modulation depth
depends only on the external modulator RF input power.
However, for a direct modulated optical transmitter the
noise figure increases, because the link gain is indepen-
dent of laser power, it depends only on the RF power [2].

Fig. 3. Third order distortion product dependence on modulation
frequency.

The drawback of a MZ modulator is, that it requires high
RF power, and has low linearity. In the experiments
a HP 83422A external modulator was used, which had less
than 8% modulation depth with 10 dBm input power. The
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linearity was measured at 8 and 25% modulation depth,
and the result was 40.93 dBm and 31.07 dBm respectively
for the third order mixing product (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Third order distortion products of MZ.

The optical loss is very high in case of long optical link
or usage of several optical dividers for several cellular
transceivers. Hence, some optical amplifiers may be needed
to compensate this optical loss. The spontaneous emission
is the source of noise in semiconductor optical amplifier and
it is a random process, which is statistically stationary and
will cause fluctuations in both amplitude and phase of op-
tical signal. In addition, the spontaneous emission photons
can interact directly the signal. So several type of noises
(the shot noise owing to spontaneous emissions, beat noise
between signal and spontaneous emissions, beat noise be-
tween spontaneous emissions components and excess noise
owing to incoherence of the input signal) can be observed,
when the output photons are detected by a photodetector.
So the resulting noise power at the detector with load re-
sistance Rp and bandwidth B with perfect coupling is:

NA( f ) =
h∆N2

p( f )i
τ2

p2

�Rp �B �η2
Q �e2 ; (2)

where h∆N2
p( f )i – second-order moments of photon num-

ber, ηQ – quantum efficiency of the photo-detector, τp2 –
photon lifetime.
In practical three main applications are used. In first
method, SOAs operate as a post-amplifier to optical trans-
mitter. In a non-regenerative repeater the incoming optical
signals are directly amplified and so this process is com-
pensate the fiber loss. Finaly, the SOA can be used as
a pre-amplifier to the receiver, it can amplify the incoming
weak signal, thereby improving the sensitivity of receiver.
For these applications SOAs with a wide bandwidth and
low noise figure are required.
If M pices of identical SOAs are used as in-line repeaters,
each specified by an amplifier gain (G) and noise fig-

ure (F), we can derive the signal to noise ratio of the
optical receiver [3]:

SNRr =
SNRt

F + F
G + F

G2 + � � �+ F
GM�1

; (3)

where SNRt is the signal to noise ratio of the transmitter.
It can be seen that the noise figure of the first amplifier is the
most significant contribution to SNRr . So when different
SOAs can be used, the minimum noise figure amplifier
should be the first in the chain [4]. The typical value of the
noise figure of semiconductor optical amplifier is 6�8 dB,
but the theoretical limit is 3 dB.
Several sources of optical loss along the link are indi-
cated:

– LTF: optical transmitter to fiber coupling loss (typi-
cal value: 3 dB),

– LF : optical fiber loss (0.3 dB/km),

– LC: connector and splice losses (0:1�0:4 dB),

– LFR: fiber to optical receiver coupling loss (< 3 dB),

– LFA: fiber to optical amplifier coupling loss (3 dB),

– LAF: optical amplifier to fiber coupling loss (typical
value: 3 dB).

Hence the whole optical insertion loss of the link:

Lopt = PL=PP ; (4)

where PP is the optical power delivered to photodiode.
The electrical insertion loss (L) which is proportional to
the square of the optical loss of the link:

L =
Ptr

Prec
=

I2
tr �RL

I2
P �RP

=

�
Lopt

ηL �ηP

�2

� RL

RP
;

L[dB] = 2 �Lopt[dB] : (5)

Here Ptr and Prec are the electrical power supplied to the
laser diode and delivered by the photodiode, respectively.
RL is the laser diode incremental drive impedance about its
point of bias, RP is the photodiode load impedance, Itr is
the modulation current of the laser diode, IP is the photo
current of the photodetector and finally ηL and ηP are the
responsibility of laser diode and photodiode, respectively.
Supposing a pin diode photo receiver the electrical noise
power in the photodiode output comes from shot noise of
average photocurrent (Nq), dark current (Nd), leakage cur-
rent (Nl ) and the Johnson noise of photodiode equivalent re-
sistance (NT). Although the main noise source are the ther-
mal noise and the shot noise, which are due to the quantum
statistic nature of photons and electrons. The noise sources
are statistically independent, so they can be added and the
resultant electrical noise power of photodetector (NP) is:

NP = Nq+Nd +Nl +NT
�= Nq+NT =

= 2 �q � Iph�B �RP+k �T �B; (6)
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of the optical link.

where q is the electron charges, k is the Boltzmann constant,
T is the absolute temperature, B is the bandwidth and Iph is
the average photo current.

Summarizing the noise performance and signal power of
the optical link (the block can be seen in Fig. 5):

Lopt=
LLM �LMA�LTF �LF1�LC1�LFA�LAF �LF2�LC2�LFR�LAP

G1 �G2 �G3
;

(7)

where LLM , LMA, LT F, LFA, LAF, LFR, LAP are the optical
coupling loss between the different blocks and LF1, LC1,
LF2, LC2, are the fiber and connectors loss in the different
sections.

Examining the electrical signal power in the output of pho-
todiode a sinusoidal modulating signal is assumed:

irms=
1p
2
� IP =

1p
2
� q �ηQ �PP

h �ν ; (8)

where h is the Planck constant and ν is the light frequency.
Hence the signal to noise ratio is in the output of receiver:

S
N

=

�
1p
2
� q�ηQ�PL�Lopt

h�ν

�2
�RP

NL
L +

Nmod
L�

LLM

�2
+

NA1
L�

LLM �LMA

�2
+

NA2�
L2

�2 +
NA3�
LAP

�2 +NP

;

(9)

where NL, NM , NA and NL are the noises of laser diode, ex-
ternal modulator, optical amplifier and photodiode respec-
tively, L is the electrical loss of the whole optical link and
L2 is the optical loss from optical amplifier to photodiode.

4. Conclusion

In the paper sources of nonlinearity and noise in subcar-
rier multiplexed optical transmission were investigated. The
different types of optical modulation methods were exper-
imentally compared. The external modulation is advanta-
geous when high dynamic range is more important than
linearity. The direct modulation has higher linearity and
needs lower driving signal. The frequency and optical re-
flection dependence of linearity was presented. Calculation
method of the signal to noise ratio in optical transmission
including optical amplifiers was also presented.
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